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Abstract 

We develop a simple model for valuing Milnerable options subject to default risk on the 

part of the option writer, which we refer io as the "variable default boundary* model. 

This pricing model allows ter the presence of other liabilities in the capital structure of 

the option writer while recognizing that the growth in the value of the option itself may 

be a major source of financial distress. This model, retains the attractive features of 

Johnson and Stulz ( 1987) and Klein (1996) by linking the payout ratio, in the event of 

default, to the value of the option writer's assets and by explicitly allowing for correlation 

between the options writer's assets and the asset underlying the option. It also corrects a 

defect that occurs in most fixed default boundary models where the pricing equations do 

not assure that the payment to claimants upon default is no greater than the assets of the 

option writer. Our model also incorporates stochastic hterest rates, using a Vasicek 

(1979) term structure model. 

An exact analytical solution to the variable defadt boundary model is not 

possible. However, we derive a simple approximate anaiytical solution, which depends 

on two parameters. We also develop an algorithm to estimate the optimal values of these 

parameters. Since Johnson and Stulz (1987) is a specid case of our model the 

approximate analytical solution also provides an analyticai solution to their model. 

Numericd examples compare the results of the approximate analytical solution to results 

derived tiom a Monte Car10 simulation. Cornparisons to the resuits h m  the Black- 

SchoIes-Merton model and the k e d  defauit boundary model of Klein and Inglis (1999) 

are also given. Along with KIein and hglis (1999), this thesis provides the only evidence 

of the importance of stochastic interest rates on the pricing and hedging of vulnerable 

European calls. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Definition of a Vuinerable Option: 

Many financial institutions actively traie derivative contracts with their corporate clients 

as well as with other financial institutioas in the over-the-counter (OTC) market. An 

investor or corporation who holds an ovet-the-counter (OTC) option is exposed to both 

market risk and default nsk. Market nsk arises primarily fiom movements in the value of 

the asset underlying the option, while default risk anses from the possibility of default on 

the part of the option writer. Unlike exchange traded options, there is no exchange or 

ciearing house requiring OTC options to be marked to market on a daily basis or to 

ensure that the option writer posts sufficient matgin to honor future obligations. 

Therefore, OTC option contracts are subject to default risk and have lower values then 

0th-se identical exchange traded options. khiison and Stulz (1987) have labeled 

options subject to default nsk as "vuinerable" options. It should be pointed out that 

another type of default risk may exist in some OTC option contracts. It is possible that 

the asset or security underlying the option may be affécted by the default of the h that 

issued that security, even if the counter-party that wrote the option is fùily able to meet its 

obligations. For example, consider an OTC option wrinen on a corporate bond It is 

possible that the fimi that issued the corponte bond may default on its obligations under 

terms of the bond covenants, even though the cuunter-party that wrote the option is able 

to meet its obligations. This thesis deais specificaily with the pricing and hedging of 

Milnerable cal1 options written by a couter-party that may default on its obligations 

under the terms of the option contract, and wt with the issue of default in the underlying 

asset, 



1.2 Brief Ovedew of the Literature: 

A number of researchers have developed valuation frameworks that incorporate 

both market nsk and credit risk. Three major categories of models can be distinpuished. 

The first set are based on the seminal papa of Merton (1974), which allows shareholders 

to default on their obligations and surrender the tirni's assets to the bondholders. Default 

occm only if the value of the h ' s  assets is less than the face value of the fimi's zero 

coupon debt at the maturity of the debt. An intuitively appealing aspect and strength of 

this approach is the link between the payout in the event of default and the value of the 

firm's ssets. 

An alternative to this approach proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz (1 995) and 

Hull and White (1 995a) allows default to occur at some random time prior to or at the 

maturity of the obligation. Default is triggered when the value of the finn's assets fall 

below some exogenously determineci default boundary, usually related to the value of the 

fim's outstanding liabilities. However, these models assume an exogenous recovery rate 

in the event of default, thus breaking the intuitive link between payout in default and the 

vaiue of the finn's assets. 

The third approach to modeling default nsk, developed by h f f i e  and Singleton 

( 1994) and Jarrow and Turnbuil ( L 999, models default as an exogenous event not 

directly related to the value of the h ' s  assets. As in the previous approach, default can 

occur at any time up to the matwity of the h ' s  obligations and the payout rate is again 

assumed to be exogenously determineci. 

13 Oveniew of Mode1 Assumptions: 

The traditional approach, in which default can only occur at the mahinty of a 

fimi's obligations, has been employed in two previous papers dealing with the valuation 

vulnerable options. Johnson and Stdz (1 987) assume that the only liability of the f h  is 

the wrîtten option and that the option holder receives ail the assets of the &ter in the 



event that option writer carmot make the required payment at the maturity of the option. 

Default risk can arise fiom both changes in the value of the option writer's assets and 

fkom changes in the value of the option itself. In fact, even if the assets of the writer have 

not decreased over the life of the option, the writer may still default if the value of the 

option out-grows the value of the option writer's assets. This approach has intuitive 

appeai because it links the amount recovered by the option holder to the value of the 

assets of the option writer. It should be noted, however, that Johnson and Stulz (1 987) 

did not allow for the presence of other liabilities in the option writer's capital structure. 

This assumption is unredistic in most business situations and may lirnit the applicability 

of their model. 

Klein (1996) assumes that default will occur whenever the value of the option 

writer's assets drops below the value of some exogenously determined default boundary 

usually related to the option writer's other liabilities. This assumption ignores the 

potential liability created by the written option itself, but is reasonable provided the 

market value of the option is small relative to the value of the option writer's other 

liabilities. For example, if a large finmcial institution is the option writer, the probability 

is negligible that the option will increase sufficiently in value to materially change the 

total liabilities of the financial institution. However, the assumption is inappropriate if 

the value of the option represents a significant proportion of the writer's liabilities. For 

example, some commodity producers hedge a large proportion of their production by 

writing options. If the commodity price moves against these producers, the liability 

creaied by the option may be much larger than the producer's other liabilities. As a result, 

the increase in the value of the option itself may be the primary cause of financial 

distress. Therefore allowing the default barrier to depend on the value of the option 

should be an important consideration when valuing these types of VUlIlerable options. 

It should aiso be pointed out that the model of Klein (1996) suffm fiom two 

potential defects'. It is possible that the option writer may stiil be solvent at maturity, but 

[ Huir and White ( 1999, J m w  and Tumbuii (1995)' Longstaff and Schwartz (1995)' Rich (1996) and 
Kiein and inglis ( 1999) may also MCT h m  these probiems. Note that neither Merton (1974) or 
Johnson and Stulz (1987) suffer h m  these diffidties. 



not have enough assets to meet al1 of the claims against it. It is also possible that the 

model will assume that the total recovenes of the claimants, in the event of bankniptcy, 

may be larger than the assets available to be paid out. 

Both Johnson and Stulz (1987) and Klein (1996) explicitly ailow for correlation 

between the process driving bankniptcy and the process driving the value of the asset 

underlying the option. The models developed by Hull and White (1995) and Jarrow and 

Turnbull(1995) dealing with vulnerable options impose the assumption of independence 

between the two processes to obtain anaiytical results. Hull and White (1995) argue that 

in the case of a large financial institution, the option is usually only a very small 

proportion of the institution's ponfolio and that most institutions are reasonably well 

hedged against changes in the value of underlying assets. The assumption of 

independence is not unreasonable in these situations. However, for other realistic 

business situations this assumption could generate rnisleading results. For example, 

consider a call on oil written by a oil producer. in this case, the call would be exercised 

only when the price of oil is high and the credit worthiness of the writer is also likely to 

be hi&. Models assuming independence between the process driving financial distress 

and the underlying asset would therefore over-estimate the effect of credit risk in this 

situation. Explidy allowing for a non-zero correlation also implies that option writers 

of identical credit ratings should rationally be offered different terms on the same 

derivative contract. 

One of the objectives of this thesis is to combine the variable default boundary of 

Johnson and Shilz (1987) and the fixed default boundary of Klein (1996) intri a single 

consistent model. We want to expliàtiy allow for other liabilities in the capital structure 

of the option writer, while still incorporating the fact that it may be the payoff on the 

option that drives the option writer into bankmptcy. We also want to easure that the 

technical difficulties associateci with the tked default boundary type models are 

corrected. in addition, we want oui. model to maintain the intuitive link between the 

assets of the option writer and the proportion of the option holder's nominal claim that is 

recovered in the event of default FinaUy we want to explicitly allow for wmlation 



between the process driving bankniptcy and the process dnving the value of the asset 

underlying the option. 

1.4 Stochastic Interest Rates: 

Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) extend the risky debt models of Merton (1974) 

and Black and Cox (1976) to allow not only for default risk but for interest rate nsk as 

well. Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) identify the importance of correlation between the 

nsk-free interest rate a?d the process driving banhptcy when vduing risky corporate 

debt. In fact, they state that, ''the variation in credit spreads due to changes in the level of 

interest rates is more important for investrnent grade bonds than the variation due to 

changes in the value of the firm". Using a calibrated version of their two-factor model, 

they demonstrate that a one standard deviation increase in the 30-year Treasury yield 

results in a 23.1 basis point per year decrease in average credit spreads for al1 Baa rated 

industrial bonds listed in Moody's Bond Record fiom 1977 to 1992. In contrast, a one 

standard deviation increase in the r e m s  on an industrial index, a proxy for firm value, 

results in only a 7.3 basis point per year decrease in these average credit spreads. Thus, 

the correlation between changes in firm value and changes in interest rates has a 

significant effect on credit spreads. By extension it may also be important in the 

valuation of options vuherable to hancial distress on the part of the writer. 

Valuation models for vulnerable options do not incorporate this issue. For 

example, Johnson and Stulz (1987) rnake the assurnption that interest rates are fixecl, 

while Jarrow and Tunibull(1995) assume " the bankniptcy process is independent of the 

spot interest rate process under the true probabilities." Making these assumptions greatly 

simplifies the vaiuation of vulnerable options, but ignores the potentially important 

influence of this correlation. interest rate risk may have an important effiit on option 

valuation in two ways. through the correlation between interest rates and the asset 

underlying the option as in Maton (1973) and the correlation between intemt rates and 

the process dnving financial distress as in Longstaff and Schwartz (1995). These effixts, 



which have not been discussed in previous Milnerable option pricing papers. are explicitly 

incorporated in our model. 

1.5 Approximate Anaiytical Solution: 

Using standard risk-neutral valuation techniques we are able to obtain some analytical 

results to the valuation equations for the fixed default boundary model of Klein and Inglis 

( 1999) and the variable default boundary model presented in this thesis. The model of 

Klein and Inglis ( 1999) has an exact analytical solution, however once we incorporate a 

variable component into the defaul t boundary, we can no longer obtain an exact analytical 

solution. There are two problems. The first vises because the boundary condition 

becornes non-linear when the variable component is added. The second problem arises 

because of the hyperbolic hctional fonn of the integrand of the valuation equation. We 

use two linear Taylor series expansions to simpliQ the valuation equation and develop an 

approximate analytical solution. This solution depends on two design parameters (Le. the 

points of expansion of the Taylor series expansion). A simple algorithm, involving the 

solution to two uni-variate optimization problems, is developed to find these two 

parameters. For cornparison purposes, a Monte Car10 simulation is also used to generate 

numerical solutions to the vaiuation equations. 

As demonstrateci with numerical simulations, once the two design parameters 

have been found the approximate analytical model will generate accurate results for the 

prices of vulnerable calls. We also perform a smitivity analysis using both the f ied  

default boundary model of Klein and Ingiis (1999) and the variable default boundary 

model developed in this thesis and demonstrate that the characteristics of the models can 

be very diffaent from each other, as well as h m  standard defauit-fiee European calls. 

A comparison with Rich's (1996) model, similar to the Hull and White (1995) 

model, using the estimated margin that would be required to remove the default risk fiom 

a vulnerable cal1 was also @orme.. In a i l  cases shdied, the Klein and Inglis (1999) 



fixed default boundary model required the least amount of margin and the variable 

defaui t boundary model required the greatest amount of margin. Rich's ( 1 996) estimates 

always fell in the middle. Rich concludes that consumer margin requirements for 

exchange traded options are not market driven and are in fact set significantly above what 

the market would require. The variable default boundary model, while still predicting 

less margin then required by exchanges, is more in line with exchange detennined margin 

requirements. 

Finally, we look at the characteristics of the hedging parameters of both models. 

Results are again significantly different from those predicted by the standard Black- 

Scholes-Merton results. For example the delta of a vulnerable cal1 cm decrease with the 

moneyness of the call. Hedging experiments are also carried out on both the fixed and 

variable default boundary models. 

1.6 Contributions of Tbesis 

This thesis makes the following contriiutions: 

1. We develop a vulnerable option pricing model which allows for the presence of 

other liabilities in the capital structure of the option writer while recognizing 

that the growth in the value of the option itself may be a major source of 

financial distress. This model retains the attractive fatures of Johnson and 

Stulz ( 1987) and Klein ( 1996) by linking the payout ratio to the value of the 

option writer's assets and by explicitly allowing for correlation between the 

options writer's assets and the asset underlying the option. In addition, it 

incorporates stochastic interest rates in the modelîng framework. 

2. We derive an approximate analytical solution to the variable defauit boundary 

model developed above, which depends on two design parameters We 

develop a simple algorithm to estimate the optimal values of these two 

parameters. Since Johnson and S a  (1987) is a @al case of our model, the 



approximate analytical solution also provides an analytical solution to their 

model. The andytical solution provides p a t e r  intuition about the nature of 

the solution and is considerably faster than numencal methods of solving the 

problem. 

3. Along with Klein and Inglis ( 1999), this thesis provides the only evidence of 

the importance of stochastic interest rates on the pricing and hedging of 

vulnerable Euro pean calls. In particular, we dernonstrate the importance of the 

correlation between 1 ) the assets of the option writer and the risk-kee interest 

rate and 2) the asset underlying the ophon and the risk-fiee interest rate. 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a more detailed review of 

the literature on models of default risk and vulnerable option models. It also briefly 

reviews some of the empirical work per€ormed using various risky debt contracts. in 

chapter 3 we develop our valuation fhmework for vulnerable European calls, for the 

fixed default boundary model of Klein and Inglis (1999) and the variable default model 

mentioned above. Chapter 4 develops the exact pricing equation for the Klein and Inglis 

(1 999) model and the approximate pricing equation for the variable default boundary 

model. It also develops the algorithm for choosing the two design parameters required 

for the approximate andyticd solution. A bnef review of the Monte Car10 procedure 

used to obtain a numericd value for the price of a European cal1 is aiso provided. A 

number of numerical examples are provided in Chapter 5. We look at the sensitivity of 

the pricing equations to al1 of the model parameters and demonsüate the hedguig 

effectiveness of each of the models. Concluding remarks are offered in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter provides a bnef ovewiew of the literature dealing with models of default 

risk in general, followed by a more detailed look at vulnerable options piipers. The 

majority of these papers look specifically at modeling risky debt and trying to explain or 

predict the default credit spread. More recently a number of papers have focused on the 

reduction in value and the properties of over-the-counter (OTC) options written by fums 

that may default on their obligations under these contracts. However, al1 of these papers 

must define the event of default and describe how and when the payout of any remaining 

assets will take place. That is they must develop some model of default risk. We look at 

default risk models in the next section* 

2.1 Models of Default Risk 

Al1 existing models of default have two basic components. The first deais with how and 

when default will be dehed to occur. The second deals with the payoff to be received in 

the event of default, either now or in the firme. Although al1 models of finn default have 

these two components, the way in which each composent is modeled can be quite 

different. Al1 of the default models in the literature can be divided into two broad classes. 

The first class of models are referred to as "structud" or "finn value* models, 

since they are based on modeling the W s  assets (the term "structurain model was Grst 

coined by Janow, Lando and TumbuU 1997). Structural models can be f.wtber sub 

divided into two subgroups. The h t  subgroup of models dethe the event of default as 

occurring whm the assets of the firm fa11 below some default boundary, usually 



associateci with the value of the h s  outstanding debt, ai the mahuity of the debt under 

consideration. The payout in the event of default is detennined endogenously within the 

model and typicaily depends on the value of the fimis assets. The classic paper by 

Merton ( 1 974) fails into this subgroup as do the papers by Johnson and Stulz ( 1 987), 

Klein ( 1996) and Klein and Inglis ( 1999). The second subgroup of models allows greater 

flexability in the timing of default and greatly simplifies the payoff modeling. In these 

models, default can occur at any the  prior to the mahirity of the contingent claim and is 

defined to occur if the value of the fimi's assets hit some exogenously specified default 

boundary. This boundary may be a hct ion of any number of state variables, but is 

commonly assumed to be either a fixed constant related to the firm's outstanding debt 

obligations, or stochastic with the uncertainty being driven by stochastic interest rates. 

The payoff in the event of default is also given exogenously. A payout ratio is specified 

which determines the percentage of the nominal claim to be paid in the event of default. 

Note that these models lose the intuitive link between the payout in the event of default 

and the value of the assets of the tirm available to be paid out. Papers using this approach 

include Black and Cox ( 1 W6), Longstaff and Schwartz ( 1999, Nielson, Saa-Requejo 

and Santa-Clara ( l993), Madan and Und ( 1994), and Rich ( 1996). Hull and White 

( 1995) develop a structural model of the fom descriied above. in the general fonn of 

their model, default occurs when some state variables (i.e. variables related to the value of 

the fimi's assets or other variables that measure the financial health of the b) hit some 

general boundary that determines default. The payout on default can be h e d  or related 

to any state variables that are related to those that would detennine the value of the 

nominal claim. To derive an analytical solution they assume that the state variables that 

determine default and the state variables that determine the nominal claim are 

uncorrelateci. in this particular case the payout ratio is an exogenously determineci 

constant which can be estimated by knowing the value of a bond with the same risk and 

maturity as the security under consideration. 

In the framework outlined above, the nominal clah and the assets of the h 

available to be paid out are equal at the tirne of default. The reduction in value of the 



claims against the firm cornes fiom the exogenously detennined payout ratio. This 

framework ignores the possibility that the h n  may recover from financial distress and 

pay its claims in full if given sufficient time time to reorganize its affairs. In addition 

there is no provision in most standard over-the-counter (OTC) contracts that forces a 

holder of a long position in an option contract to calculate their nominal claim at the time 

of default. The option holder may well wait until the original maturity of the option to 

calculate their claim, if there is no immediate dissolution of the finn. Given that the 

average firm will take in excess of 18 months to emerge from financial distress (Wruck 

( 1990)) these possibilities cannot be discounted. 

Another dificulty with this approach is that there is no guarantee that the payment 

to claimants is no greater then firm value upon default. A different but similar problem 

can also occur. For example, in Longstaff and Schwartz (199S), it is possible for the firm 

to reach the maturity date of the bonds in a solvent position, but still not have sufficient 

assets to meet the required payments. We discuss these potential difficulties in Chapter 

3. Briys and de Varenne (1997) also discuss these problems and develop a structural 

mode1 for valuing risky debt that overcomes these problems. These problems are caused 

by the exogenously determined payout, in the event of default. (i.e. the payout is 

independent of the value of the firms assets). 

Finaily, a recent paper by Collin-Dufiesne and Goldstein (200 L), has poinied out 

that fixed defaul t boundary models or stochastic default boundary models where the 

uncertainty is associated only with mean-reverting stochastic interest rates, always predict 

that credit spread's will decrease with the maturity of the debt Since the value of firm 

assets are usually modcled as Brownian motion, the value of the assets will increase 

exponentially with time. However, if the debt remains constant, the probability of default 

decreases with time and therefore credit spreads decrease with bond rnahinty. This remît 

is inconsistent with recent empirical fhdings that suggest that d i t  spreads increase 

with maturity Helwege and Turner (1999). Colline-Duhine and Goldstein (200 1) 

deve1op a structurai model that allows for a dynamic capital stniture. The nmi continues 

to issue additional debt so as to maintah a constant lwerage ratio. This structural model 



predicts increasing credit spreads which are consistent with the empincal results of 

Helwege and Turner (1 999). 

The second major class of default models are referred to a "reduced form" or 

"jump default" models. These models asmme that default occurs at the first jump of an 

exogenously given point process, usually a Poisson process. The probability of default, 

conditional on no default having yet occurred is controlled by an intensity or hazard 

function which can be constant orbe allowed to depend on time and various state 

variables. Examples or this approach include the papers by Litterman and Iben ( 199 1 ), 

Duffie and Singleton ( 1994), Jmow and Tumbu11(1995), Lando ( 1994) and Madan and 

Unal ( 1995). A different approach in the same theme is to model the default process as a 

Markov chain, which allows the incorporation of not only the event of default but 

changes in credit ratings as well. Examples or this approach include Das and Tufano 

(1  995) and Jmow, Lando and Tumbull(1997). The payoff in the event of default is also 

determined exogenously by a payout ratio that can be either constant or stochastic. So 

again, the dependence of default risk on capital structure of the firm has been assumed 

away. 

There has been a limited amount of empirical testing of default models and this 

work lags significantly behind theoretical developments. However, the empincal studies 

that have been published are al1 related to some form of debt obligation. For example, 

Jones, Mason and Rosenfeld (1 984), study the ability of a Merton (1 974) type model to 

predict corporate bond prices, Titman and Torous (1989) use a structural model to 

estimate rates on commercial mortgages and Wei ( 1995) compares Merton ( 1974) and 

Longstaff and Schwartz ( 1995) structural models with Eurodollar data Madan and Unal 

(1995) calibrate a reduced form model to certificate of deposit rates and Monkkonen 

(1997) tests the one-step abead prediction ability of six reduced form models with 

corporate bond data 

The g e n d  conclusions fiom these studies indicate that neither structural models 

or reduced form models predict security prices accurately across all d t  ratine and 

different types of debt. For example tests using corporate bond data indicate that the 



issuing firm's capital structure seems to be important in valuing low rated bonds (Jones, 

Mason and Rosenfeld (1984)). Also, Shane (1994) presents empincal evidence that 

returns on low rated bonds have a higher correlation with an equity index, thm 

investment grade bonds, which supports the idea of modeling the issuing nrm's assets. 

However, reduced form models, which are easier to irnplement, tend to model the default 

probabilities of high rated bonds more accurately. Monkkonen (1 997) compares six 

increasingly complex reduced form models using corporate bond data. Since reduced 

form models match the curreat bond prices exactly, the models are compared using one- 

step-ahead price forecasts computed with the implied default probabilities. He shows that 

prediction mors increase with decreasing credit ratings and increasing matunty, 

indicating that ignoring the capital structure of the issuing firm may be detrimental in 

certain ci rcurnstances. 

There has been no tests of vulnerable option pncing models, since data is not 

readily available. 

2.2 Vulnerable Option Models 

There are a number of papers in the area of vulnerable option pncing. The tht 

paper to consider vulnerable option prichg was by Johnson and Stulz (1 987), who 

coined the term vulnerable options. They develop a structural model where default is 

only considerd at the maturity of the option. Klein ( 1996) and Klein and inglis ( 1999) 

also use this firamework. Hull and White (1995) and Rich (1996) use variations of the 

second approach to structural modeling to account for default nsk. The final paper we 

will look at is by Jarrow and Turnbull(1995). This is an example of a "reduced form" 

model. 

Johnson and Stuk (1987) assume that a corporate entity, with no other 

outstanding liabilities, has written a European cal1 option. Default occurs if the value of 

the option writer's assets, modeled as a geomeaic Brownian process, is less than value of 

the c d  at its maturity date. in the event of default the holder of the option receives al1 



the assets of the option wrïter. in this model default can occur for two reasons: £kt the 

assets of the option writer decline sufficiently or second even if the writer's asset do not 

decline, the value of the asset underlying the call may increase at a rate sufficient to 

cause default. Thus, this model may be appropriate in those cases where the option's 

value is large in cornparison to the option d t e f s  assets and it is likely that default wiil 

be triggered by the exercise of the option. This can be an important consideration in 

certain cases. For example, the bankruptcy of Barrings' bank was causeci to a large 

extent by the maturity of a large position in Nikkei index hitures contracts (Cao and Wei 

(1998). It is not hard to imagine a deep-in-the-money cal1 causing the same havoc. Thus 

it seems prudent to include the possibility of the option itself causing default in any 

model of default risk. 

However, the Johnson and Stulz (1987) model does not include any other 

liabilities in the capital structure of the option writer. This implies that default risk could 

be virtually non-existent if the value of the call was small relative to the option writer's 

assets, since it would be impossible for the option to grow eaough in value to cause the 

writer to default. Therefore the assumption that the option is the only liability is likely to 

under estimate default risk It would be more redistic to assume that there are other 

claimants that will compete with the option holder for a share of the writer's rernaining 

assets. 

Klein (1 996) uses the same approach as Johnson and Stuh (1 987), but asmmes 

that in addition to the written option there are other liabilities in the option &ter's capital 

structure. The event of default is assumeci to occur if the writer's assets are l s s  then a 

fixed default boundary, related to the writefs debt, at the maturity of the option. This 

model dlows for other liabilities, but loses the abüity for the option itself to be the 

principal cause of defauit. This assumption is appropriate if the option's value is smaii 

compareci to the value of the writefs total assets since it is unlikely that the option will be 

the cause of defauit. 

Klein and inglis ( 1999) is an extension of Klein (1996) that includes stochastîc 

interest rates, which is an aspect of these models that is aot addresseci in any other 



vulnerable option pricing model. Klein and Inglis (1999) found that incorporating 

stochastic interest rates could be quite important, especially in long texm options. In 

addition the correlation between the the writer's assets and the risk-free rate and the 

correlation between the asset underlying the option and the risk-fiee rate cm have a 

significant impact on vulnerable option valuation. 

Hull and White (1995) and Rich (1996) also use a structural mode1 approach but 

assume that default can be triggered anytime prior to maturity of the option and occurs 

whenever the value of the option writefs assets equals some default banter. 

The payout in default in the Hull and White (1995) model is some predetermined 

portion of the nominal claim, which is the current value of the co~esponding default fiee 

option. In general the payout ratio is allowed to be a hct ion of a number of state 

vanables, but is not directly related to the assets of the option writer. Hull and White are 

able to derive a analytic solution under the assumption of independence between the 

assets of the writer and the asset undeilying the option. As Hull and White argue this 

assumption is reasonable if the option is written by a financial institution that writes and 

hedges a large number of option on a variety of underlying assets. In this case it is 

reasonable to assume that there will not be a high degree of correlation between the two 

assets. However, the independence assumption may not be appropriate in a number of 

other common business situations. For example natural resource producers writing 

options on their production. 

Rich ( 1996) considers four recovery scenarios in the event of default, ranging 

fiom recovering a fixed proportion of margin posted by the option writer, up to 

recovering some fixed proportion of the moneyness of the option at the tune of default. 

Note that this last recovery scenario, the most complicated he considers, ignores the M i e  

vaiue of the option in setting the nominal claim. It certainly would not be optimal for a 

holda of an out-of-the-money option to walk away and not submit a daim against the 

writer, simply because the option has no intrinsic vaiue. A h ,  the analytic formula Eüch 

presents for this scenario is in the form of an integral equation that wouid require 

additional numerical techniques to solve. However, he does not need to impose the 



independence assumption made by Hull and White (1995). 

The key point about this second subgroup of structural models is that they break 

the intuitive comection between the payout in the event of default and the value of the 

fims assets. 

Jarrow and Turnbull(1996) use a reduced fom approach to model default risk, 

where default is modeled as the first t h e  to a jump in an exogenously given point 

process. The intensity rate, which determines the probability of default is assumed to be 

constant in Jarrow and Turnbull(1996) but c m  be allowed to follow a diffusion process 

(Duffie ( 1996)) or depend on various state variables (Lando (1 994), Mandan and Und 

(1 995)). The payoff in the event of default is determineci exogenously. It may be either 

constant as in the model developed by Jarrow and Tumbull(1996) or stochastic as in Das 

and Tufano ( 1995). These models are more mathematically tractable than Merton-type 

structural models, but they also fail to capture the dependence of default risk on the 

capital structure of the firm. 

Jarrow and Turnbull(1996) make the fùrther contribution of not only modeling 

default risk in the option writer (i.e. Milnerable options), but also mode1 the impact of 

default risk in the asset underlying the option (e.g. corporate bonds). Another advantage 

of this approach is that the inputs of the model, which include the initial default free term 

structure, the tenn structure of credit yield spreads and the exogenous payout ratio are d l  

directly observable. Some of the inputs of structural models are not directly observable. 

in particular the value of the option writer's assets and the volatility of the writer's assets 

need to be known to implement these models. Fominately, it is relatively easy to 

estimate these values using the observable value of the writer's equity and the volatility of 

the equity. 



Chapter 3 
Valuation Framework 

in this section we develop a simple continuous time framework for valuing European 

catls that allows for both default risk and interest rate risk. We present assumptions for 

two models: The first is the fixed default-boundary (FDB) model of Klein and Inglis 

( 1999) and the second is a variable default-boundary (VDB) model, developed in this 

thesis. ïhe basic assumptions of this framework follow those of  Merton (1974), Johnson 

and Stulz (1987) and Klein (1996) and are outlined below. 

3.1 The Valuation Frzimework 

Assumption 1: Dynamics of the Option Writer's Assets: 

Let V represent the total value of the assets ofthe option writer. The dynamics of V are 

given by 

where p,. is the instantaneous expected return on the arsets of the option writer, ai. is 

the instantaneous variunce of the return (msumed to be constant) and 2,. is a standard 

Wiener process. 

Assumption 2: Dynamics of  the Asset Uaderlying the Writien Option: 

Let S denote the market vuhe of the asset mderlying the option The &namies of S are 

given by: 



where ,us is the instantaneous expected return on the asset underlying the option, a: is 

the imtantaneous variance of the r e t m  (again, msumed to be constant) und Z, is a 

standard Wiener process. The instantaneous correlation between 2, and 2, is fiy. 

We ailow for stochastic interest rates by specüjing the dynamics of risk-6ee 

discount bond pcices as in Merton (1973). in section 4.5 of this paper we iflustrate how 

out general vduation equation can be applied in the specific case when the Vasicek 

(1 977) term structure is assumed. However, any terni structure consistent with Merton's 

assurnptions could be omployed. 

Assumption 3: Dynanucs of the risk-fke Bond: 

Let B(T) denote the market value. ai time zero, of a pure ri&-fiee (in terms of default) 

bond which pays one dollar, ut time T. where T corresponds to the exercise date ofthe 

option under consideration. The dynamics of B(T) are given by: 

where pH ( T )  is the instantaneous expected retwn on the riskfiee bond. a: ( T )  is the 

instantaneous variance of the return and 2, is a standard Wiener process. The 

instantaneous correlation between 2,. and 2, is f i B ,  while the instantaneous 

correlation between Zs and ZB is . 

Followîng Memn ( 1 973) o, (T - r ) is assumed to be non-stochastic and 

independent of the level of bond prices, however since B(T - t )  is the price of a risk-fiee 

discount bond, the valm of the bond reverts to its fafe value at matunty (Le. B(0) = 1 ). 

Therefore, a, (T - t )  will depend on the t h e  to maturity and wiii equal zero at the 

mahuity of the bond (i.e. q, (O) = O). Note that the Vasicek (1 977), Hull-White (1 990) 

and Markov versions of Heath, J m w  and Monon (1992) models of the term structure 

are consistent with the above fomulation. Aithough, we derive the expressims for 

European cails in t e m  of B , we also consider the resuits in the coatext of a Vasicek 

(1977) term structure model. 



Assumption 4: Perfect, frictioniess markets: 

We assume that there are no transactions costs or taxes und rhat semrities trade in 

continuous rime. 

Assumption 5: Option Writer's Capital Structure: 

The capital structure of the fint writing the option is composed of two parts: A zero 

coupon bond matirring at tirne T with a face value equal to aofired amount D' and a 

written European cal1 option also maturing at time T. with a payoff equal to 

max(S, - K,O) . where S,  represents the price of the underiying esset ut the muturity of 

the option and K represents the strike price of the option Therefore the total nominal 

claims of the debtholder S and the option holder S. ut t = T , are D' and the intrinsic 

value of the option respectively. 

The next assumption defines the event ofdefault in our model. In fact, we define 

the event of default in two different ways (Le the FDB and VDB) and compare the results 

of this assumption in chapter 5. 

Assumption 6a: Definition of  Default: Fixed Default-Bounda y: 

Default occurs ut the maturity ofthe option, T. only ifthe value of the option writer S 

assets Vr is less the a fued threshold value D = D' (i.e. the fice value of the zero coupon 

bond). The threshold is fLxed in the sense that D' is known at time t. 

Assumption 6b: Defmition of Default: Variable Defadt-Boundary : 

DefauIt occurs at the maturity of the option, T ,  only ifthe value of the option writer 's 

assets V,. is less thun the variable threshold value D = D' + max(S, - K,O) . The 

threshold is vmiable in the sense that S, is uncertain ut time t. 

I f  we assume that the fixed default-boundary (i.e. D = D') is a ceasonable 

description of reality than we are impiicitly assumiug that the value of the option writer's 

assets is large compared to the value of the option contract. Therefore the vaiue of the 



option itself is assumed to not cause the finn to experience hancial distress. This latter 

assumption is consistent with Longstaff and Schwartz (1995), as well as the Milnerable 

option models of Jarrow and Turnbull(1995), Hull and White (19951, Rich (1996) and 

Hein (1996). However, if the option is a significant component of the option writer's 

liabilities then there is a signiticant risk that the option itself may be the source of 

financial distress. ln this case the lrariable default-boundary" (Le. D = Da + 

max(S, - K.0))  would be a better description of reality. This latter assurnption is 

consistent with the framework of Johnson and Stulz (1987). 

The next assumption deais with the reduction in value of the nominal claims if the 

default event should occur. We assume that both the debt-holders and the option holders 

rank equally in the event of default. Again, we differentiate between the fned and 

variable de faul t boundaries. 

Assumption 7a: Write-âown in the event of Default: Fhed Default-Bouadary 

The percentage write-down on the nominal claim @'the option holder is 

(1 - a ) V ,  
w=1- where a represents the deahveight costs of the financial distress, 

D* 

v, expressed us a percentuge ofthe vahe of the assets of the option writer. The ratio - 
D' 

represents the vahe of the option writer 's arsets available to pay the cfaim expressed as 

a proportion oftotal claims ut T .  

Assumption 7b: Write-down in the event of lkfiult: Variable Dcfault-Baunda y 

The percentage wnle-down on the nomincil claim of the option holder is 

w = l -  ('- a)Vr where a represents rhe deadweight costs of the finuncid 
0' + max(S, - K) 

distress. eexpressed as a percentage of the value of the assets of the option wrïter. The 

ratio represents the value of the option wrîtet 's assets available to 
Da + max(S, - K )  

pay the claim expressed ai a proportion of total cIaims ut T.  



We follow the approach of Longstaff and Schwartz (1 995) when modeling the 

allocation of the option writer's assets upon resolution of the financial distress with 

appropriate modifications to account for the correlation between the returns on the assets 

of the option writer and the rems  on the asset underlying the option. As in Longstaff 

and Schwartz (1 999, " Rather than trying to model the complex bargainhg process 

among corporate claimants during a restructuring or bankmptcy, we take the allocation of 

the firm's assets as exogenously given". We also assume al1 daims on the option writer 

are of equd priority, but note that our model could be extended to allow for multiple 

Ievels of senionty. 

Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) also assume that both the deadweight bankruptcy 

costs and the value of the h ' s  assets available to be paid out to claimants are 

exogeneously determined. In their model, a holder of a vulnerable bond receives, in the 

event of financial distress, (1 - w )  times the value of the non-vulwrable bond, where w 

represents the static percentage writedown due to fuuuiciai distress. This approach is 

justified in their model since the nominal claim in bankmptcy is independent of the value 

of the f in 's  assets. As they point out, their model could be extended to link the payout 

ratio to the value of the assets of the firm. Provided the independence assumption is 

maintained w couid shply be repiaced with E[wj which could depend on the expected 

value of the assets at the time of the resolution of financial distress. 

One of the goals of this papa is to analyze the effect on Milnerable options values 

when the percentage writedown (w) is not independent Crom the assets of the option 

wtiter. Therefore, we make an assumption similar to Longstaff and Schwartz conceming 

the deadweight costs of fuiancial reorganization, but model directly the total amount of 

the fm's assets which are available to be paid out in the event of financiai distress. In 

other words we divide the percentage writedown, w , into two components: a, which 

represents proportionai deadweight costs, and, 5 or 4. which are 
D' D g + m a x ( S , - K )  

linked to the assets of the option writer and have been explained above. 



3.2 Criticism of Fked Default-Boundary Models 

A large number of models of financial distress use some variation of a f ied  

default-boundary to trigger financial distress. In the risky bond literature, both Longstaff 

and Schwartz (1995) and Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993) use a fixed default- 

boundary in which default is triggered when the assets of the issuing f m  &op below 

some exogenously determined level. In the vulnerable option literature, the models of, 

Klein ( 1 W6), Rich (1 996) and Klein and uiglis (1999)' higger default whenever the 

assets OF the option writer fa11 below a pre-specified default-boundary. There are two 

major problems with this framework. The first major defect with this approach is that 

there is nothing in these models to assure that the actuai payments to the bondholden and 

option holders are not greater than the value of the firm's assets. This is obviously not 

possible. This occun weather default is allowed to occur at anytime or just at maturity of 

the option. The problem arises because the payoff in the event of default is exogenously 

specified and is independent of the value of the €m's assets. in these models the 

default-boundary is often chosen to be less than the promised repayment. This allows the 

firm to operate in a small negative net worth position and prevents default king triggered 

the instant the assets of the firm fall below the promised repayment. To illustrate the 

defect consider the following simple example. Assume that in the event of default the 

firm will pay 80% of the nominal claim of $100 or $80. If the default-boundary is set to 

$70. then in the event of default the value of the h n ' s  assets will be worth $70, while the 

assurned repayment is $80. This example also, illustrates another problem that can occur 

at the maturity date. m e  firm could be solvent and yet not be able to make the promised 

payment. For example the h ' s  assets could always stay above the default-boundary 

and be worth say $75 at manuity. The fïrm wouid have always been solvent and yet not 

be able to make the promised $100 payment. Again, the problem is that the payment 

made in the event of default is not linked to the assets of the finn at that time. The k e d  

default-boundary mode1 presented in this paper corrects this particular defect by linking 

the payout to the available assets of the firm. 

' Hull and White (1995) may also suffer h m  these potencial difficulties. If, as in the example presented in 
their paper, default is defmed as dropping bdow a fixed det'ault-boundary and the payout ratio is predefined 
constant, 



In the fixed default-boundary vuinerable option priciag models of Hull and White 

(1 995). Klein ( 1996) and Klein and uiglis (1999) a similar but diffierent problem can 

occur. None of these nodels incorporate the fact that the firm may not have eaough 

assets to payoff the debt plus the potentially large liability generated by the written 

option. That is, the potential payout on the written option is assumed to be relatively 

small compared to the remaining liabilities and is therefore ignored. This may be a 

reasonable assunption to make for large fums with few written options, but could lead to 

large pricing errors for other h s ,  where written options represent a large fraction of the 

f imi 's  total liabilities. This defect is corrected in the variable default-boundary model 

presented in this paper, where the potential payout on the written option is directly 

considered to be liability. Consider an example where the assets of the firm turn out to be 

worth $65 at maturity and it is assumed that the fm will pay 80% of the nominal claim. 

Assume the promised payoff on the debt is $70 and the inainsic value of the written 

option is $30 for a total nominal claim of $100. In tire Klein and inglis (1999) fixed 

default-boundary model, the option writer would be in default since total assets ($65) are 

less then the promised payoff of the debt (ie. $70). The actual payoff would be 

0.8*(65/70)*70 = $52 to the debt holdea and 0.8*(65/70)*30 = $22.29 to the option 

holders for a total of $74.29 which is greater then the acnial assets of $65 (even ignoring 

the cost of banhptcy). Note that, when we use the fixed default-boundary models we 

are effectively assuming that the $22.29 payment is smdl relative to the total liabilities, 

an assumption which is clearly wrong is this example. Using the variable default- 

boundary model presented in this paper, the fum would again be in default at maturity 

since total assets ($65) are less than the total nominal claim ($100). in this case the debt- 

holders would receive 0.8*(65/100)*70= $36.40 and the option holder's O.8*(6S/lOO)* 30 

= $15.60 for a total payout of $52, which is exactly 80% of the total assets (i.e. is equal to 

the amount of assets available to be paid out. As a redt the h e d  default-boundary 

model will overprice al1 vulnerable options to sorne extent, The variable default- 

boundary model presented in this paper over-cornes the problem of assuming higher 

payments to stakeholders than wil1 actuaiiy occur. The key is to aiIow the actuai payouts 

to be a function of the value of the finn's assets and to comtly specm ail of the firm's 

liabilities. 



The second problem is that the fked boundary does not accouat for the possibility 

that the option's payoff can increase the possibility of financial distress on the part of the 

option writer. Using the fixed default-boundary model of Klein (1996) and Klein and 

Inglis (1  999) we can illustrate this problem with the same example used above. Assume 

that in the event of default the tllm will pay 80% of the total nominai daim of $100 ($70 

to bondholders and $30 to option holdea). If the default-boundary is set to $70 and the 

value of the firm's assets tums out to be $75, then the firm will not be in default, 

according to the FDB model. However, it is also assumed that the fum will be able to 

payout a total of $1 00. which is clearly not possible. Using the variable default model 

presented in this thesis the furn would be in default (since $75 < $100) and the payouts 

would be 0.8*(75/100)*70 = $42 to bondholden and 0.8*(75/100)*30 = $18 to option 

holders, which is exactly equal to the 0.8'75 = $60 of assets available to be paid out to 

claimants. Again. fixed default-boundary models, which ignore the option's potential to 

cause financial distress. will overprice vulnerable options. This problem is overcome in 

the variable default-boundary model presented here. 

3 3  JustiTcation of Only Testing for Default at the Maturity of the 

Option 

Assumptions 5-6 and 7, which allow default to occur only at the maturity of the option, 

are not as restrictive as they may fm appas because of an important difference between 

the treatment of European options and other securities when financial distress occurs. In 

the case of debt instruments, for example, indentures typically provide that the repayment 

of the principal amount is accelerated. As a result, the exact timing of the initiation of 

financial distress is an important consideration when modeling the effect of credit risk on 

debt instruments, and justifies the focus on this issue in the recent literature such as in 

Longstaff and Schwartz (1 995). in contrast, most over the counter options are govemed 

by a standardized contract recommended by the intemationai Swaps and Derivatives 

Association (ISDA). The standard ISDA agreement does not require acceleration of the 

exercise date of European options when the writer experiences financial distress. head ,  

the option holder can terminate the contract at any subsequent t h e  if tinancial distms 



"has occurred and is then continuing". This allows holders of options to wait until the 

original matunty date T when detemiining theù nominal claim, which is consistent with 

Assumption 5. Since there is usually a substantial delay in the resolution of financial 

distress, option holders may ofien wait until the maturity date of the option before 

caiculating their nominal claim. 

If the option holder decides to terminate before T, the nominal c l ah  of the option 

holder is determined by the "Market Quotation" provision in the ISDA agreement. This 

amount is defmed as the amount that would have to be paid by "Reference Market- 

makers" to enter into a transaction %at would have the efiect of preserving for such 

party the economic equivalent ofany payment or delivery" that would have been required 

after that date, had the financial distress not occurred. in other words, the option 

holder's nominal claim is the non-vulnerable value of the option at the time the Market 

Quotation provision is applied. This non-vulnerable value depends in tum on the 

expecied value, at the time the option holder elects to terminate the contract. of the 

underlying asset at the maninty date T of the option. Assumption 6 is considered to be a 

reasonable approximation of this non-vulnerable value because the intrinsic value of the 

option at time T also depends on the value of the underlying asset at the maturity of the 

option. 

Assumption 7 also uses time T when determinhg the percentage writedown on 

the nominal daim of the option holder. We believe this choice is appropriate for a 

nurnber of reasons. First, it should be noted that using the time of the start of financial 

distress (i.e.. some point in time t < T ) is not useful because at that tune Vr = D* by 

definition and thus the percentage write-down becomes f ~ e d .  Second, there is usually a 

substantial delay in the resolution of hancial distress as noted above. Since the assets of 

the fm are not distributed until sometime afler the event of default, measuring the option 

writer's assets at r ignores the possibility that the option writer may recover fiom 

financial distress by t h e  T. in the absence of theoretical guidance on the exact timing of 

the resolution of financial distress, we daim that meanviag the option writer's assets at 

time T represents a reasonable proxy for the amount of assets available to the option 



writer's creditors. This choice is also computationally convenient because it corresponds 

to the tirne at which hancial distress is assumed to be able to occur in Assumption 5: 

Checking for default only at the maturity of the option is obviously an unrealistically 

simple assumption and yet this simple assumption may be its greatest strength. Both 

academics and practitioaen like the Black-Scholes mode1 because its cuvealisticaily 

simple assumptions are easily understood. The assumptions of this valuation hmework 

preserve the intuitive appeal of the traditional Black-Scholes mode1 and allow a relatively 

simple and tractable result that provides some broad insights into how default risk affects 

vulnerable option valuation. 

3.4 Payoff Tables for Both the FDB and VDB Modeb 

Although the assurnptions presented above deal specifically with a call written by 

a fim that may default on its fùtwe obligations, we can also write down the payoffs that 

could be expected for the debt, call, total liabilities and equity of this fm. Tables la and 

I b present the payoffs on each of the securities issued by the firm in each of the four 

States of the world considered in this framework 

3.5 Partial Differential Equation 

We use the standard no arbitrage results to derive the fiindamental partial differential 

equation defining the pnce F(V,S+B,T) of any decivative security with payoff at time, T, 

contingent upon the value of the writer's assets and value of the asset underlying the 

option and the price of a nsk-ûee discount bond. The value, in units of the discount 

bond, of any derivative, F. must sati* the following partial dif'fierential equation: 

As noted by a miewer, option buyea may require the writer of the option to pst collateral, thup the ttll 
amount of  the wuriter's obligation may not be at r i s k  This thesis assumes no such collateralizaîion occurs. 



Table la: Payoff Tabk for Fixed Default-Boundary Model 

Table 1 b: PayoKTable for Variable Default-Boundary Model 

Money-ness of 
Ca11 Option 

Default Status 
of option 

Writer 

Debt 

Cal1 

Lia bilities 

Equity 

Total Assets 
(net of  direct 
default costs) 

*In the case where ihe option writer is in default on an in-the money cal1 option, the payoffon the 
liabilities in this model is larger han the assets of the fim. This is clearly inconsistent with 
reality. This situation is corrected in the vanmable default-boundary model. 

Moneyness 
of Call 
Option 
DefauIt 

Status of 
O~i ion  
Writer 

Debt 

caii 

Lia bilities 

Equity 

S,  < K  
(out-of-the-money) 

Vr Dm 
(default) 

( 1  - WT 

S, > K  
(in-t Le-money ) 

V, > 0' 
(no-defauit) 

D* 

O 

( 1  - a ) V ,  

O 

( 1  - a ) v r  

V, s 0' 
(de faul t )  

VT (1 -al7 D* 
D 

S,  I K  
(out-of-the-money) 

V, > 0' 
(no-de faul t )  

D' 

VT 

S, > K  
(in-the-money) 

Vr r D' 
(default) 

( 1  - a)Vr  

O 

( 1  - a)V, 

O 
1 

V, 5 D 8 + S , - K  
(default) 

(1 -a) 4- D' 
D' +S, -K 

(1 -a) vr (s, - K) 
D' + S T  -K 

(1 - ~ ) V T  

O 

Vr >O'  
(no-default) 

Dg 

O 

D* 

Vr - D m  

Total Assets 
(net of 

' defadt 
costs) 

S,  - K  

D ' + s , - K  

V, - D ' + s , - K  

4 

O 1 ( W D ; ( S , - K )  vr 

v, > D ' + S r  - 

(ao-defaul t )  

De 

S,  -K 

D'+s, -K 
Y, - D m  + S r  -K 

vr ( 1  -W. 

D' 

V, - D' 

VI.  

(1 - a)V, 

vr ( I - ~ ) ~ ( D ' + S , - K )  
D 

O 

( 1  - a)V, * 



The derivation of this PDE is given in Appndiv A. The value of a vulnerable 

cal1 under the FDB and VDB models can be obtained by solving the PDE subject to the 

boundary conditions given in Tables 1 a and I b. Note that wither equation 3.6.1 nor the 

boundary conditions contain any terms that involve investor' s risk preferences. 



Chapter 4 

Valuation of Vulnerable European Calls 

In this chapter we present the valuation equations used to find the value of vulnerable 

European call options. We start by presenting the valuation equation for the fixed default 

boundary model (FDB) of Klein and inglis (1 999). This model is anaiytically tractable 

and we present the valuation formula for this model. Next we present the valuation 

equation for the variable default boundary model WB). This equation is not 

anal yticall y trac table, ho wever by making some sim pli f j h g  assum ptions we derive an 

approximate analytical solution. We also show how Vasicek's (1977) tem structure 

model c m  be incorporated into both of these models. Since, no exact valuation formula 

exists for the VDB model we aiso employ a Monte Car10 simulation to generate 

numerical results. The resuîts of the two different solution techniques for the VDB 

model are compared in the next chapter. 

4.1 Fbed Default Bounday: Analytical Solution 

We use the risk-neutral pricing approach fim proposed by Cox and Ross (1976) and 

formalized by Hanison and Pliska (198 1). The valuation equation for a Milnerable 

European call, for the FDB model of Klein and Inglis (1999) is given by: 



where E denotes nsk neutral expectations. This expcessioa shows that the expected 

fiinire payout on the nominal claim of amount - K,O) is comprised of two 

cornponents, which are conditional on the terminai value of the option writer's assets. 

The nominal claim is paid out in full if the assets of the option writer are greater than the 

default boundary. If the assets are below the default boundary, the payout is only a 

vr proportion, (1 - a) - of the nominal claim. 
D* ' 

To derive the pricing equation for a vulnerable European c d ,  assuming a fixed 

default boundary at maturity of the option we must evaluate to foilowing inte@: 

where P(Vr ,Sr) represents a bi-variate lognomial distribution and the other variables 

are as defmed above. This expression can be considerably simplified by writing the 

value of the cal1 in tanits of the risk-fke bond, B. and applying the standard log 

transformation. The valuation expression can then be expressed as: 

where n, (XT , YT ) represents a bi-variate normal distniution. Appendk B 

demonstrates the simple mapping of the three mdom variables B. VT and S, into the 

two random variables XT and Y*. It aiso demonstrates that X and Y are bi-variate T T 

normally diseibuted. 



Proposition 1: The value of a Eumpean c d ,  assuming the k e d  default boundary cm be 

expressed as: (See appendix C for a proof of Proposition 1) 

where N, remesents the cumulative bi-variate normal distribution hction and the 
i .  

arguments of N2 are given by: 



The additional parameters w d  in our model are given by: 

4.2 Variable Default Bounda y Model: Approximate halytical Solution 

nie valuation equation for a wherable European call, assuming the VDB model 

proposed in this paper is given by: 



where E denotes risk neutral expectations. This expression shows that the expected 

future payout on the nominal claim of amount ma& - K,O) is again comprised of two 

components. The nominal c l a h  is paid out in full if the assets of the option wciter are 

greater than the default boundary of D* + S, - K.  If the assets are below the default 
r p  

boundary, a proportion, (1 - a) r , of the nominal claim is paid out There are 
D * + s ,  -K 

two major differences between this model and the FDB moàel. First the default 

boundary is split into two components: a tixed component, which is the result of the 

other liabilities (i.e. debt) of the fm and a stochastic component due to the potential 

payout on the option. The second difference is in the proportion of the nominal daim 

that is paid out in the event of default. The VDB model accounts directly for the potential 

payout created by the option and therefore guarantees that the total payout in the event of 

default is equal to the assets available to be paid out. This is not tme of the FDB model. 

To derive the pricing equation for a vulnerable European c d ,  assumhg a variable 

default boundary at maturity we must evaluate to following integral: 

where P(V, ,Sr ) represents a bi-variate lognomal distribution and the other variables 

are as defiwd above. This expression can also be simplified by writing the value of the 

c d  in mits of the risk-fke bond, B. applying the standard log transformation as in the 

FDB modei. The valuation expression for this mode1 then becomes: 



where n, ( X  , Y ) represents a bi-variate normal distribution with means, standard - T T  

deviations and correlation as given in appendix B. We can standardize this distribution 

using a simple transformation of variables. The resulting valuation equation is given as: 

where 

and U and Y are standard normal variates with zero mean and standard deviation equal to one. 

This vaiuation equation is not analytically tractable, however we can find an 

approximate analytical solution. The first problem occurs baaiuse of the non-linear 

boundary condition f (3 in second integral of al1 of the terms in equation 4.2.4. We 

employ a fm order Taylor senes expansion of the bounâary about the point 3" to 

simplifl the integrals in each of the above terms. The second problem occurs because of 

the hyperbolic form of the integrand in both the third and fourth tenns on equation 4.2.4. 



This function has to be transfomed into an exponentiai fonn so that it can be combined 

with the bi-variate normal distribution. We employ a second first order Taylor series 

expansion about the point "q" to overcome this problern. Therefore, the approximate 

analyticd solution becomes a function of two additional panuneters, "p" and "q". We 

develop a simple procedure for estimating these additional parameters in a later section of 

this chapter. 

Proposition 2: The approximate value of a Milnerable European c d ,  assuming a 

variable default boundary at the option's matunty can be expressed as: (See appendix D 

for a proof of Proposition 2) 

( ( g  + s, + mr, + 2(g + s, + mr, bm - nb, + P 
exp m N, (d, . d ,  9-6) 

where N2 represents the cumulative bivariate normal distribution function. The 

arguments of N ,  are given by: 



b-mp 
= - Jm- +&- 

b-rnp 

c, = a + (g + r, + ms,. )+ s(J-~~. 

b - m p  

The additional parameters used in this solution are given by: 



4.3 Observatioos about the Approximate A i a l y t b l  Solution 

Our objective in deriving the approximate analytical solution to the VDB mode1 is 

to develop a simple analytical approximation that wili capture the majority, but not dl of 

the behaviour caused by the variable default boundary. Within this h e w o r k ,  we have 

allowed br a variable defauit condition at the maturity of the option as well as linking the 

nominal daim in the event of fuiancial distress to the value of the assets of the option 

writer. We a h ,  allow for existence of other liabilities in the capital structure of the 

option writer. 

Although the terms of equation 4.2.5 are quite complicated, an intuitive 

explanation is relatively saaightforward. The tint two terms of this equation give the 

expected value of the option conditional on no hanciai distress occurring and are sirnilar 

to the terms in Merton's (1973) derivation of the Black-Scholes valuation formula The 

arguments a, and b, in the bi-variate cumculative normal distribution f'wiction 

correspond to the arguments in the uni-variate cumulative nonnal distribution function in 

the Black-Scholes formula The arguments q and & relate to the probability of 

financiai distress. The third and fourth t e m  in equatioa 4.2.5 provide the expected 

value of the cd1 conditionai upon finariciai distress having occurred These terms are 



analogous to the first two tems but also incorporate the expected loss to the option 

holder because of the financiai distress. Note that if there is no probability of financial 

distress (e.g. V » D' + S - K ) the third and fourth tenns disappear entirely. It can 

easily be shown that equation 4.2.5 reduces to the Black-Scholes fomula if we assume 

no de fault risk and constant interest rates. 

It is interesting to note that the VDB model converges to the FDB mode1 of Klein 

and Inglis (1999) as D' increases in value as compared to S - K .  As D' grows 

suficiently large the variable default boundary becornes closer to the fixed default 

boundary. Also, note that as D' approaches zero, our VDB valuation fomula provides 

an approximation to the valuation equation of Jonhson and Stulz (1 987). 

4.4 Detemiiation of the Design Parameten "p" and "q" 

The approximate analytical solution of the variable default model depends on two 

design parameters. "p" and "q". These parameters represent the points of expansion in 

each of the two Taylor series expansions used to simplifi the valuation integral. in th is  

section we present a simple procedure for estimahg reasonable values for these 

parameters independently of each other. Table 1 b shows the payoff on the debt, written 

call. total liabilities and the equity of the fim at the maturity of the call assuming the 

VDB model. Note that the valuation equation for the total liabilities of the firm will 

depend on the pararneter "p", but will not depend on the pararneter "q". This is because 

the non-linear boundary condition will still impact the value of the liabilities, but the 

hyperbolic integrand does not appear in any of the payoffs, in any of the four States of the 

world. We can exploit this fact to estunate the parameter "p" independently of "q". First 

we need to develop the vaiuation equation for the total liabilities of the option writer. 

4.4.1 Valration of the Option Wnter's Total Liabilities 

The valuation equation for the total liabilities of the option vuriter, assumuig the VDB 

model proposed in this papa is given by: 



where E denotes risk neutral expectations. This valuation equation can be expressed as: 

where P( V,., Sr ) represents a bi-variate lognormal distribution. This expression can also 

be sirnplified by writing the value of the liabilities in units of the risk-free bond B(T-t) 

and applying the standard log transfonnation as in the FDB and VDB models. The 

valuation expression for this mode1 then becomes: 

where n, (XT , YT ) represents a bi-variate normal distribution with means, standard 

deviations and correlation as given in appendix B. We again employ a simple 

transformation of variables to standardize the normal distribution, The valuation 

equation can then be expressed as: 



v 1 
[u'-2p,,uy+v' f i f i  =[r -p-o)gexp(-~+s,-l) J-exp{-2(l I pl, -F132) i )  

and 

and G and C are standard normal variates w ith zero mean and standard deviation equal to one. 

This valuation equation is again not analyticaliy tractable, however we can find an 

approximate analytical solution. The only pmblem, in this case, occurs because of the 

non-linear boundary condition in the second integral in the third, fourth and f f i  terms of 

equation 4.4.1.3. We again employ a fm order Taylor series expaasioa of the non- 

linear boundary f (Z) , about the point "p" to simplify the integrals. 

Proposition 3: The value of the total liabilities of the option writer, assuming a variable 

defadt boundary can be expressed as: (See appendix E for a proof of Proposition 3) 



where iV, represents the cumulative bivariate normal distribution hction. The 

arguments of N, are given by: 
- 

CI, = -a - P r s S r .  0, = 4 b  -si.. 

b-mp 
d, =-  ,/- +As 

b-mp 

'?=-,,- 

Al1 of the additional parsmeters are the same as those defined for the VDB vulnerable 

c d .  Note that the key is that this valuation formula depends only on design parameter 
.ip" and on .iq9'. The objective is to choose "p" so as to accurately pice the liabilities 

of the fimi- 

We need to make one additional point before determinhg the parameter "p". in 

general, the valuation equations for both the vuinerable cd1 and the total liabilities are 

approximations, however there is one particular case where the solutions are exact. 



4.4.2 D' = K : An Exact Anaiytical Solution 

There is one specific case where an exact analytical solution exists for the VDB 

vulnerable call and total liabilities of the option writer. if the face value of the debt at 

manirity, D' , is equal to the strike price, K. of the call option then the valuation 

formulas given in equations 4.2.5 and 4.4.1.4 are exact and independent of the choice of 

the design parameters 'p" and "q". The easiest way to see this result is to look at the 

valuation equations 4.2.4 and 4.4.1.3. Fim note that the non-linear boundary, f (C) . 

reduces to [ ln ( )  - - - l ( si ' - s; >] + [SIE, W.& is a linear hc t ion  of u . ~ h e ~ f o r e ,  
2s,. sr 

there is no need to use a Fust order Taylor series expansion to linearize the boundary 

condition. Second. note that the hyperbolic functional form of the integrand in the 

second term of equation 4.2.4 disappears if Do = K.  Again, the Taylor senes expansion 

used in the general case is not required. Neither of the design parameters enters the 

valuation formulas. Altematively, we could impose the condition D' = K on the final 

valuation formulas (i.e. equations 4.2.5 and 4.4.1.4). It is relatively easy to show that any 

dependence of either "p" or "q" disappears. 

In addition we can show that the general non-linear boundary in equations 4.2.4 

and 4.4.1.3 is always less than or equal to its linear approximation if D' c K and always 

greater than or equal to its approximation if D' > K. For a proof see appendix F. This 

result is the key to the determination of the design parameter "p". 

4.43 Estimation of Design Parameter "pH 

The objective of this section is to demonstrate one simple technique for estimating 

a reasonable value for the design parameter "p". The idea is to pick "p" to accurately 

value the total liabilities of the option writer. 

To understand the technique for determining the panmeter "pn, look at Figures 1 

2 and 3. The parameter values used to generate these three examples are specified on 

each of the respective figures. Each of these figures shows the boundarïes of integration 



Figure 1 

htegration Region for Vulierable Eumpcin Ca: (Da > K ) 

Calculations of vuherable d option prices are baseâ on the foliowing parameter values: 
S = 5 0 ,  K=40, Y-100, D O - 9 0 ,  T = 3 , a = O ,  c,. 10.1, q z 0 . 3 ,  p, = O ,  
r -0.05, a=O.S,b =0.08, a, = 0 . 0 3 , ~ ,  = O ,  p, = 0.0. Figure shows the boundaries 
of the integraiion region superhposed on the contour liws of a bi-variate normal 
probability distribution. The actuai non-liuear default buundary of the vatiab1e defauh 
boundary model (VDB) is based on the hction f (3') shown in equaîion 4.2.4 and 
4.4.1.3. The îinear approximation is based on the W o n  given in Appendix D. The 
defadt boundary for the nxed default boundary model (FDB) is b d  on the bomdary 
fbnction show in Appendix C. Note that: 



Inteption Rtgion for Valnerable E~vopcrn Calk ( D' = K ) 

Calculations of minerable di option prices are based on the following parameter vaiues: 
S=30, K=40, V=50, LIo=40, T = I , a = O ,  a,. ~ 0 . 1 ,  a, ~ 0 . 2 ,  p, = O S ,  
r=0.05, a=O.S,b=O.OS,q -0.03 A, = O ,  p, ~ 0 . 0 .  Figureshowstheboundaries 
of the integration region superimposed on the contour lines of a bi-variate n o d  
probability distribution. Th actuai non-linear dekult boundary of the variable defaut 
boundary mode1 (VDB) is based on the fbction f (3 show in quafion 4.2.4 and 
4.4.1.3. The lincar approximation is based on the fiindon given in Appendix D. The 
defadt boundary for the fixed default boundary mode1 (FDB) is baseà on the boundary 
f'unction show in Appdix C. Note that: 



Integmtion Region for VuinenbIt Europcin Cab: (D' < K ) 

Calculations of vuherable cal1 option @ces are based on the foiiowing parameter values: 
S=40,  K=40, V = 5 ,  D' =O ,  T=0.3333 ,a=O,  a,. =O.3, a, =0.3, p, =0.0; 
r=O.OSr u=O.l,b=0.05,0, = O , h r  =O, pS, =O.O. Theactualnon-heardefauit 
boundary of the variable default boundary model (VDB) is based on the fiulction f (3 
shown in equation 4.2.4 and 4.4.1.3. The linear approximation is based on the fiuiction 
given in Appendix D. The default boundary for die k e d  default boundery mode1 (FDB) 
is based on the boundary hction show in Appendix C. Note that: 



for a wlnerable cal1 for both the FDB and VDB models in tenns of  the mdom variables 

F and Û . These variables are standard normal random variates with zero mean and 

standard deviations equal to one. For the VDB mode1 the non-linear boundary condition, 

f (Z) . is show dong with a representative linear approximation that is used to simpliQ 

the valuation equations. Contour lines for the bi-variate normal distribution are also 

shown in the Figures. The key difference between the three examples is the relative size 
* 

of D' and K .  Figure 1 corresponds to a case in which D > K , Figure 2 to the case in 

which Dm = K and Figure 3 to the case in which D' < K . Note that as stated above and 
* 

proved in Appendix F if D > K then the non-linear boundary is always greater than or 
* 

equal to its linear approximation. If D < K then the non-linear boundary is always 
* 

below its linear approximation. Finally, if D = K then the boundary condition is 

already linear and no approximation is required. This boundary is the sarne boundary in 

the valuation equations for both the cal1 option and the totai liabilities and represents the 

dividing line between the fm defaulting and iemaining solvent. The area above the 

boundary represents no-default and the area below the line represents default. 

Assume that we are m g  to value the total liabilities of the option writer and that 
* 

D > K . If we implement the lhear boundary condition as an approximation to the non- 

linear default boundary then the approximate default region is smaller then the actual 

default region and the probability of default will be underestimated. Therefore, the 

approximate valuation formulas will always overvaiue the total liabilities. Since the 

value of the liabilities will always be overvalued, we want the choose "p" that minimizes 

the value of the liabilities and therefore minimizes the enor in the approximate solution. 

If D* < K then the non-linear default boundary is always below its Ihear approximation. 

Therefore the approximate default region will be larger then the actuai default region and 

the approximate solution will always undervalue the liabilities. To minimize the error in 

the approximate solution we want to choose the value of "p" that maximizes the value of 

the liabilities. 

Due to the complex nature of the approximate solution we perfom the 

minimization and maximization problems numericaily using a BFGS Quasi-Newton 



rnethod, with a numerically estimated fm derivatives. The algorith, which employs a 

standard hill-clirnbing technique with adjustable step size, is robust to the initial guess, 

which was chosen to be +l in al1 of the cases presented in the paper. 
* 

If D = K then, as show above, the valuation formula is exact and any value of 

'p'' will give the same value for the total liabilities. 

We assume that the value of the parameter "p" estimated using this technique is a 

good estimate for valuing both the total liabilities and the vuinetable call. The next step 

is to estimate the pararneter *-q" for the vulnerable call. 

4.44 Estimation of  Design Parameter "q" 

The objective of this section is to estimate the value of the design parameter 'p" 
to accurately value the vulnerable call in the VDB h e w o r k .  The parameter "q" arose 

because of the hyperbolic functional form in the integrand of the third and fourth ternis of 

equation 4.2.3. We need to transforrn this hyperbolic funftional fom, F(Z), into an 

exponential functional form to proceed with the integration. in appendix G we show how 

this objective can be achieved using a € i  order Taylor series expansion. The achial and 

approximate Functions are show below. 

The actual hyperbolic Function is given by: 

The approximate exponential hction is given by: 



The relationship between the actual and approximate fùnction is illustrated in 

Figures 4,5 and 6. The specific parameters for each example are given in the respective 

figures. Again, the key difference between the three examples is the relative size of D' 

and K . Figure 4 corresponds to a case in which D * > K , Figure 5 to the case in which 

D m  = K and Figure 6 to the case in which D' < K .  Notice that when D* > K that the 

actual function is always less than or equal to the approximate function. See appendix G 

For a proof of this result. Therefore, the value of the cal1 given by the exponential 

approximation will always be greater than it would have been wing the acnial hyperbolic 

function. To achieve the best estirnate of the call we should chose the design parameter 

--q" to minimize the value of the call given by the approximate valuation formula As 

shown in Figure 6, the reverse argument holds if De < K and we shouid chose "q" to 

maximize the value of the call. So the choice of the parameter "q" reduces to solving a 

simple optimization problem. Again, given the complex nature of the approxirnate 

valuation formuia for the vulnerable cail, these optimization problerns are solved 

numerically. Finally, if D' = K then the actual and approximate values of the 

hinction, F(i7). are identical and the valuation formulas are exact and independent of the 

choice of "q". 

4.5 Vasicek Term Structure M d e l  

The valuation formulas for both the FDB and VDB models incorporate stochastic 

interest rates in the same fashion as Merton (1973) in his alternative derivation of the 

Black and Scholes option pricing model. The t h e  dependeut parameter &: (T - t) 

represents the instantaneous variance of the r e m  of the vuriter's assets in terms of the 

value of the risk-free bond (Le. Y I B). $:(T - t )  represents the instaataneous variance 

of the r e m  on the assets underlying the option normaiized by the value of the risk-fiee 



Figure 4 

Cornparbon of the Aetuaî Hyperbolic Integraad and the Approrimate Exponentipl 
Integrand Functiom for the VDB Modek ( D o  > K) 

Calculations of vulnerable cail option prices are based on the following parameter values: 
S = 5 0 ,  K=40, Y=100, D' =90,  T = 3 , a = O ,  a,. =0.1, es = 0 3 ,  p, - 0 ,  
r -0 .05 ,  u=Oi5,b=0.08, Q, =0.03,hr = O i  pS, =O.O. Theacîuaihyperbolic 
integraad function in the variable default ôoundaiy mode1 (VDB) is bsed on 4.4.4.1. 
The approximate exponentiai integrand fùnction is based on equation 4.4.4.2. 
The actual hyperbolic fiinction and approximate exponentid furction are given by: 



Cornparison o f  the Amai Hyperbolic Integrand and the Approrim.te Erponenail 
Integrand Fonctions for the VDB Model: (D' = K) 

Calculations of vuinerable c d  option prices are based on the foiiowing parameter values: 
S=30, K=40, V-50, D' =40, T = l , a = O ,  O,. =0.1, a, =0.2, p, -0.5, 
r=0.05,  a=0.S,b=0.08,ar =0.03 A, = O ,  p, =O.O. p, =O.O. T h e a d  
hypetbolic integrand fiuiction in the variable default boum mode1 (VDB) is bascd on 
4.4.4.1. The approximate exponential integrand function is based on equation 4.4.4.2. 
The actual hypetbolic fiinction and approxbate exponential function are given by: 



Cornparison of the Actual Hyperbolic Integrand and the Approrinute Exponentirl 
Integrand Functiom for the VDB Model: (D' < K ) 

Calculations of derable  cd1 option prices are based on the foUowing panuneter values: 
S=40, K=40, V = 5 ,  D e = O ,  T=0 .3333 ,a=O,  c l - - 0 . 3 ,  os -0.3, p, =0.0, 
r=0.05,  a=O.l,b=0.05, o, = O , f i r  = O ,  ps, =O.O. Theactualhyperbolicintegrand 
function in the variable default boundary mode1 (VDB) is based on 4.4.4.1. The 
approximate exponential integrand function is based on equation 4.4.4.2. The actuai 
hyperbolic hction and approxhate exponentid fiuiction are given by: 



bond (i.e. S 1 B ). integrating &: (T - t )  and 6.: (T - t) over the Iife of the option fiom t 

to T gives s: and s i .  A, (T - t) represents the instantaneous correlation between each 

of the above normalized variables. intepting bbs (T - t)&, (T - t)& (T - t )  over the 

life of the option gives the integrated covariance s,, , from which the correlation terni, fi, 
foltows. 

As in Merton's model the approach in this paper is based on the assumption that 

the instantaneous variance of the retum on a risk-he discount bond depends only on the 

time to maturity of the bond, and is "otherwise assurned to be non-stochastic and 

independent of the value of the bond". One of the difficulties with this formulation is that 

every distinct exercise date for European options requires knowledge not only of the 

variance of a distinct risk free discount bond with the same maturity, but also knowledge 

of how this variance changes as the bond moves to maturity. To overcome this problem a 

model of the tem structure of interest rates can be employed. 

We use the Vasicek (1977) model for expositional purposes in the remainder of 

this thesis, but any model satisfjing the condition on the instantaneous variance of the 

bond retms can be employed. The dynamics of the short-terni cisk-fiee rate in the 

Vasicek (1977) term structure model are characterized by: 

This mode1 assumes that the short term risk-free interest rate is mean reverting to a 

constant level b at rate a .  Al1 the parameten of the model are assumed to be constant. 

This model suffea nom the implicit assumption that, at any given tirne, the fiiture 

instantaneous interest rates are normally distributed, resulting in the possibility of 

negative future interest rates. However, for realistic parameter values the probability of 

negative interest rates is small. A h ,  given that the current short rate is positive the 

expected future short rate will also be positive. 

In the Vasicek (1977) h e w o r k  the price at time zero of a r isk-k  discount 

bond B paying one dollar at manuity, T, in temis or the short-term interest rate, r , is 
given by: 



w here: 

[ H ( T - t ) - ( T - t ) ] [ a q b o j 1 2 ]  ~ : H ( T - t ) '  
G(T - f )  = exp Y - 

CI- 4a 

and # = a b -  Rnr 

The parameter 1 represents the market pnce of risk and is assumed to be constant. Once 

the parameters a ,  b . A and a, have been chosen al! discount bonds can be priced and 

the entire tenn structure detennined. 

At any given time during the life of the option, with remaining life T-t, the 

volatility of the return on the bond, a, (T - t )  , is required in the vulnerable option pricing 

model, and in the context of the Vasicek (1977) model is given by: 

(4.5.3) 

The integrated variances s: , S.: and covariance, s,, , c m  now be explicitiy determined: 



4.6 Numerical Solution: Variable Default Boundary Modei 

Since equation 4.2.3 is not analytically tractable, we employ a Monte Carlo 

simulation to generate numerical solution to the mode!, which CM be used io assess the 

accuracy of the approximate analytical solution. 

Our finai continuous time vaiuation framework is composed of three stochastic 

processes, one process for the value of the asset underlying the option, one for the value 

of the option writer's assets and one for the risk-fiee rate. in a risk neutral world the 

processes are given by: 

dV = r Vdt + a,. VdZ,. 

&=rSdr+q,SdZ, 

dr = a(b -r)dt + qdZr 

To simulate this system of equations in discrete tirne we divide the Life of the 

option into N subintervds, each of length A t .  In dirrete terms the processes are given 

by : 



where x, , xz and x, are conelated random variables drawn fiom a standard joint normal 

distribution with zero means and standard deviations equal to one. 

Each value of the call is based on 10,000 simulations, each run over 128 time 

steps. The 128 time steps are used to generate a good estimate of the average interest rate 

over the life of the option. An entire matrix of uncorrelated normal random variables is 

generated once for each of the three random variables: Y .  S and r. Therefore 

3* 10.000* 128 uncorrelated random nurnbers are drawn from a joint standard normal 

distribution and stored. The correlation structure of the model is built into the random 

sample using a Cholesky decomposition of the inverse of the variance/ covariance matrix. 

This technique results in the following transformation: 

w here: 

and the y S represent the original unconelated sample and the x's reptesent the correlated 

random sample. The antithetic variable technique is also used to reduce variance thereby 

doubling the nurnber of simulations that are performed to 20,000. 

The variable default boundary at manirity for the vulnerable call option in our 

model is given by: 



where D is the total obligations of the option writer and Dm comsponds to al1 other 

outstanding claims of the option writer. Once the values of V, , S, and the average 

interest rate, F . over the simulated path are known , the value of the cal1 option for each 

simulation is given by: 

The average value of al1 the c, i = 1 . . .20,000, represents an estimate of the call's actuai 

value. 

In the next chapter we use numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

our approximation and the importance of including a variable default boundary. 



Chapter 5 

Numerical Simulations 

In this chapter we present a number of numecical examples that dernonstrate the 

properties of both the Klein and inglis (1999) FDB model and the VDB model presented 

in this thesis. The results for Merton's (1 973) model are also presented for cornparison. 

Section 5.1 presents a sensitivity analysis for each of the models, for three different 

examples, corresponding to the three cases, D* > K , D' = K and D' c K . The 

examples in this section aiso demonstrate the ability of the approximate analytical 

solution to accurately match the numerical solutions. Section 5.2 specifically looks at the 

impact of the three correlation coefficients Pvs , Pvr and P* on the percentage reduction 

in the value of the wlnerable cail relative to the standard Merton value. The next section 

shows how to calculate the risk neutrd probability of defauit for each model. It also, 

estimates the margin required to remove default risk h m  the vulnerable calls. Finally 

we look at the issue of hedgiag a vulnerable d. The deltas and gammas of the cails are 

calculated numerically with respect to both the value of the assets underlying the option 

and the value of the option writds assets. We also demonstrate how well each of the 

rnodels fan hedge a long position in a minerable call. 

5.1 Mode1 Cornparison and Sensitivity Anaiysis 

Tables 2,3 and 4 present a seositivity analysis for both the FDB model of Klein and 

iaglis (1 999) and the VDB model presented in this thesis. Merton's (1 973) version of 

Black and Scholes (1973) option pricing model is included for cornparison purposes. The 

example used to generate the results in Table 2 mughiy corresponds to the example used 



in the papa by Klein and inglis (1999). It involves a highly leveraged fim that Wtes a 

long-term (3 year) in-the-money cal1 option against an asset that is unconelated with its 

own assets. The specific parameter values used to generate the results are show below 

Table 2. The key to this example is that the face value of the debt of the option d t e r  is 

greater than the strike pnce of the option (i.e. D' > K ). This is importaat when 

estirnating the value of the VDB vuberable cd1 since the solution depends on two design 

parameters, "p" and "q". As noted in section 4.4, we h d  the values of the two design 

parameters, "p" and "q", by minimizing the value of the liabilities of the option writer 

with respect to "p" and then minimizing the value of the wlnerable call with respect to 

"q". This procedure is performed for each separate example in table 2. ' 

Four estimates of the value of the call are shown in table 2, the numerical estimate 

for the VDB, the approximate analfical estimate for the VDB, the analytical estimate for 

the FDB and the Merton estimate. Also included is the error or percentage difference 

between each anaiytical estimate and the corresponâing VDB numerical estimate. The 

standard errors of the numerical estimates are given in parentheses below actual estimate. 

Fim note that the approximate analyticai solution to the VDB model tracks the 

numerical results quite well. The largest error is ody 1.03%, while the majority of the 

enors are less then 0.5%. Note that the approxirnate solution always overestimates the 

actual solution, which is consistent with the analysis in section 4.4. 

The VDB cal1 values are al1 considerably less than the corresponding FDB and 

Merton values. This makes sense since the W B  takes into account the impact of the 

potential option payoff in triggering default. Also, the actual payoff in the event of 

default is less then under the W B  mdel. FinaUy, the difference between the FDB and 

Merton values for the cal1 are not signifiant, although the FDB mode1 values are aiî 

lower, as expected. This indicates that even with a quasi-debt ratio (i.e. D./v) of 90% the 

FDB model predicts a relatively s m d  probability ofdefault compared to the VDB 

model. Quasi-debt ratios in excess of 95% are needed before the FDB model predicts 

significant decreases in the value of nilnerable calls. 



Basecas 

S =3O 

S=6 

V =9O 

v = i l 0  

pvï = 0.5 

prr =4.5 

a, =O2 

O, =0.4 

q. =a0 

a,. =O2 

O, =o.o 

T - t = 2  

T - t = 4  

Table 2 

Cornparison of Fixeà vs. Variable Default Boundades 

VDB VDB Enor FDB Error 
Numerical Approx. Approx. Klein and FDB 
Solution Analyticai Analytical 

Solution 

$13.12 

8.38 

17.68 

t 1.74 

14.37 

14.47 

1 i -98 

1 3.64 

12-69 

13.25 

12.62 

13.16 

1 1.55 

14.5 1 

Solution 

0.38% 

0.12 

1 .O3 

0.86 

0.3 5 

0.63 

0.34 

0.44 

0.48 

0.45 

0.56 

0.46 

0.35 

0.48 

Klein and 
Inglis, 
1999 

46.67% 

35.13 

59.54 

59.19 

35.54 

35.19 

56.28 

28.87 

68.1 7 

47.84 

40.88 

45.80 

4 1-96 

50.55 

Error 
Merton 
(1973) 

49.27% 

37.5 1 

62.4 

67.6 1 

36.24 

35.67 

63.40 

3 1 .O8 

71.18 

47.92 

55.46 

48.93 

44.74 

52.70 



a = 0.0 

a = 0.5 

r = 0.03 

r = 0.07 

p,., = 0.5 

pv, = 4.5 

p sr = 0.5 

p,, =-O5 

Calculation of values of vulnerable cal1 options are based on the following panmeter values: S = 50 , 
K=40, v=100, ~ ' = 9 0 ,  T = 3 (r=0.25 a , = 0 * 3 ,  pm =o.or 
r = 0 .O5 . = 0.5 ,b=0.08 flr=Ob03, P h  = O ,  Ps =0=0,unlessothewiseaoted. Standard 
mors for the numerical estimates are given in parentheses below the actuai estimate. 

The sensitivity analysis for the most part agrees, at least in sign, with other vulnerable 

option pricing models proposed in the Literature. For example the value of  a Milnerable 

call increases with S and V, which implies that the deltas of a ainerable call with respect 

to both S and V (Le. dc l dS and dc I dV ) are positive. These relationships are aiso 

illustrated in figues 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the impact of varying the moneyness (Le. 

S / K ) of the option on the vaiue of a vuinetable c d .  First note that the FDB model 

predicts vimially no reduction in vaiue of the d l ,  even as the call moves significantly 

into the money. As expected the VDB model does predict larger percentage reductions in 

valw as S increases, since it takes into accouut the impact of the option of the probability 

of default. Figure 8 shows the impact of varyiag the option writer's assets on the value o f  

a winerable cail. Note that the parametex vaiues used to genecate the figures match those 

used to grnerate table 2, except that a was set equal to zero. This means that the 



Figure 7 

Vulacrable Cali Values u 8 Fmction of Option's Moneyncu: 
A Cornparbon of the Fixeâ and Variable Defadt Boundary Mdeis 

Caiculations of vulnerable call option pices an based on the foilowing parameter values: 

=0.5,b =0.08 ,or =0-03 p *  = O ,  p* = O * O , ~ e s s o t h ~ n o t e d -  Numerid 
soIution (&cles) of the vtuiable default bomdary (VDB) model is based on a Monte- 
CarIo simulation. Analyticaf solutions (solid lines) of VDB model are based on equation 
4.2.5. The design parameters "p" and "q" are optimized for each value of S, based on the 
technique outlined in section 4.4. Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on 
equation 4.1.1. 



Vuînerable C d  Vahm u a Fmction of Option Wrltuts Aawb: 
A Cornparbon of the Fised and Vuirbk Defauit Boanduy Modtis 

oE0.~,b=0.08,a,=0.03 PD'O*O  des^ otherwise noted. N ~ m & d  
solution (circles) of the variable default bounda~y (VDB) model is based on a Monte- 
Carlo simulation. Analytical solutions (solid lines) of VDB model are based on equation 
4.2.5. The design parameters p "  and "qW are optimjzed for each velue of S, based on the 
technique outlined in section 4.4. halyticd solutiolls of the FDB model are based on 
equation 4.1.1. 



creditors of the firm will recover al1 available assets of the h, with no reduction due to 

the direct costs of bankruptcy. In this case the FDB model is vimially indistinguishable 

fiom Merton's model unless the quasi-debt ratio is greater then 100% (i.e. the firm has to 

be on the verge of default before the FDB model will predict even a small decline in the 

value of a vulnerable call). The VDB model, however predicts mal1 reductions in value 

for quasi-debt ratios as low as 35%. Also note that both figures indicate that the 

anal ytical solution tracks the numerical solution quite well. 

An increase in the volatility of the asset underlying the d l ,  as, typically 

increases the value of an option, as can be seen by the remlts of Merton's model in Table 

2. This result also occurs in the FDB model. However, the W B  model is more 

cornplex. Increases in 0 can either increase or decrease the value of a call. Usually 

increases in the volatility of the underlying asset will increase the value of a call because 

of the Iarger potential payoK However, for the example in table 2, the value of the 

vulnerable cal1 actually decreases as O, increases. In this case, the value decreases since 

higher potential payoff s aiso increase the potential for default in the VDB model. This 

can be seen more clearly in Figure 9. In this case if os is sufficiently large, M e r  

increases in a, will actually decrease the value of the call. Therefore, in the VDB model 

there is a trade-off between higher potential payoffs and grrater probability of default as 

a, increases. We look at this phenornenon in greater detail in section 5.3. 

increases in the volatility of the option wciter's assets, , unambiguously 

decreases the value of the FDB vuinerable call. in this case the probability of the option 

writer suffenng financial distress at the mattirity of the option increases. Also, in this 

particular example the VDB minerable call also decreases because of an increase in the 

probability of default This result is illustrateci in both Table 2 and Figure 10. However, 

like an increase in CS,  an increase in ar can cause the value of the VDB Werable caii 

to either increase or demase. This result is also studied in greater detail in section 53. 



Vulaetable Cail Vaiiio u a Fmction of the Volatility of the Asset Underiyiag the 
Cail: A Cornparboa of the Fbreà and Variable Defiolt Boancby Modcb 

a=O.S b=0 .08yU,=0 .03  p,=O p,=0-0 d e s s  otherwise noted. Analfical 
solutions (solid lines) of VDB model are bascd on equation 41.5. The design parsmeters 
"pw and "qn are optimized for each value of S, based on the technique outîined in 
section4.4. Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. 



VPlnerabk C d  Vrilues a8 a Fmcdon of the VolrtlWy of the Option Wrfter's &sets: 
A Compauison of the Fird rnd Varhbk Defauit Bounduy Mdeh 

Caldations ofvulnerable cal1 option prices are based on the following parameter values: 

= 0.5 ,b = 0.08 ,o. = 0.03 h, = O,  PÎ = O B  , unless othawise noted. Andytical 
solutions (solid lines) of VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. Tbe design parameters 
"pW and *ql' are optimized for each value of S. based on the technique outlined in section 
4.4. Analyticai solutions of the FDB model are based on quation 4.1.1. 

-- . - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - -  - 

0.1 -O--- 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 O.? 0.8 0.0 1 
VdrtllQofV 



As expected the longer the tirne to maturity the greater the value of the call. However, 

the non-vulnerable cal1 increases in value the quickest, followed by the FDB model and 

finally the VDB model which increases in value rnuch more slowly. This is illustrated in 

Figure 11. Note, that it is possible for the VDB call to decrwise in value as the time to 

maturity increases. Refet to section 5.3 for more details. Also, as expected increasing a , 

our measure of the direct costs of hancial distress, decreases the actual dollar amount of 

assets that can be recovered, to payoff the liabilities of the finn. As a consequence the 

value of the vulnerable call decreases. 

Increasing the risk-ûee rate increases the value of vulnerable calls for the same 

reason that non-vulnmble calls increase. Higher interest rates will result in higher 

expected growth rates for both S and Y, which will lead to a higher expected payoff on 

the call and a reduced probability of financial distress. Of course, the present value of 

any friture payoff on the call will be l e s  under higher discount rates, but it is well known 

that this impact is of secondary importance to the higher expected growth rates. 

The standard deviation of the interest rate a, also has slight impact on call 

values. For non-vulnerable calls, the higher a,, the more expensive the call will be. 

This rnakes sense since increasing a, will increase s: (Le. the integrated variance of the 

value of the asset underlying the option in units of the discount bond) and as a result 

increase the value of the c d .  For Milnerable calls however, 0, enters the calculations of 

both si and s i  which can have offsethg impacts on the value of the d l .  Lncreasing si 

will usually increase the value of a d l ,  whereas increasing s i  will decrease the value of 

the d l .  in Table 2, we observe that increasing a, decreases the value of FDB d l ,  but 

slightly increases the value of the VDB d l .  

Tables 3 and 4 perform the same numerical anaiysis for two additionai examples. 

The prirnary difference is between the examples presented in this section is the 

relationship between D' and K . 



Vulatnble C d  Vikes as a Fmction of T b  to Matiuity: 
A Cornparison of the F M  and Variable DefaOlt Boundary Modelr 

Calculaiions of vulnaable call option pices are based on the foilowing parameter values: 
S = 5 0 ,  K - 4 0 ,  Vr100, ~ ' = 9 0 ,  T = ) , a = O  a ,=0 -1  aSr0*3  PYS'O r = O . ~ ~ ,  

= 0.5, b = 0.08 ,a, = 0-03 P Y, = O, P, = 0.0 , noted. u y t i c a l  
solutions (solid lines) of W B  model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters 
"p" and "q" are optimized for each value of S, based on the technique outlin4 in section 
4.4. Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on quation 4.1.1. 



BasLas 

S =4O 

S = 50 

V=40 

V=60 

pvv = 0.0 

prr =4.5 

a, =O.[ 

b, = 0.3 

a'. =a0 

a,. =O2 

Gr =o.o 

T-t =OS 

T - t = 2  

Table 3 

Cornparison of Fixed vs. Variabk Default Boanduks 

Solution 

$0.406 
(1.13) 

3.910 
(2.2 1) 

9.2 18 
(1.1 1) 

0.343 
(0.90) 

0.4 1 2 
(1.15) 

0.383 
( 1.02) 

0.348 
(0.89) 

0.0 13 
(O. 12) 

1,154 
(2.18) 

0.403 
(1.10) 

0.403 
(1.13) 

0.403 
(1.12) 

0.062 
(0.3 5) 

1 -53 1 

VDB VDB Error FDB Enor 
Numerical Approx. Approx. Klein and FDB 

Solution 

$0.409 

3.880 

9.228 

0.344 

0.41 5 

0.385 

0.348 

0.0 13 

1.147 

0.406 

0.409 

0.407 

0.062 

1 S 2 O  

Solution 

0.74% 

-0.77 

0.1 1 

0.29 

0.07 

0.52 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.6 1 

0.74 

1.24 

0.99 

0.00 

-0.72 

Klein and 
Uipiis, 
1999 

2.22% 

10.54 

35.72 

19.53 

0.07 

8.09 

18.10 

0.00 

1 0.23 

2.98 

2.48 

2.23 

0.00 

4.57 



In Table 3, D' is chosen to be equal to K.  As pointed out in section 4.4.2, if 

D' = K then the approximate analytical solution to the VDB model is exact. Thw, the 

numerical solution and the analytical solution should be the same. As illustrateci in Table 

3, the analyticai solution is always within plus or minus 1% of the numerical estimates. 

In this example, the option is out-o'the money, so it is unlikely that the option will add 

significantly to the probgbility of default Therefore, the VDB model results closely 

follow those of the FDB model. Also, the quasi-debt ratio (Le. D' 1 ) is only 80%, so 

the probability of defauit is relatively mal1 in this example. Thus, the Merton model 

r d &  are close to both the FDB and VDB model results. The only exceptions occur 

when S inmeases and whea PYS decreases. In the Grst case, inaeasing Sin the VDB 

model causes the value of the cal1 to increase but at a slower rate then in either the FDB 



Table 4 

Cornparison of Fixed vs. Variable Default Boundarks 

VDB VDB Error FDB Error FDB Merton 
Numerical Approx. Approx. Klein and Klein and (1973) 
Solution Analytical Analytical inglis, ingiis, 

Solution Solution ( 1999) ( 1999) 
(%) (%) 

1.59 1 -58 -0.63 3 .O8 -93.7 1 3 .O8 
(0.63) 

O. 12 O. 12 -0.16 0.15 22.95 0.15 
(0.42) 

3.23 3.06 -5.26 10.95 239.01 10.95 
(0.77) 

0.37 0.3 1 - 16-22 3 .O8 732.43 3 .O8 
(0.06) 
2.55 2.54 -0.39 3 ,O8 20.78 3 .O8 

( 1.45) 

1.54 1.46 -5.19 3 ,O8 100.00 3.08 
(0163) 

1.50 1.35 - 10.00 3 .O8 105.33 3 .O8 
(0.60) 

1.56 1.54 - 1.28 2.18 39.74 2.18 
(0.62) 

1-59 1.57 - 1.26 3.99 150.94 3.99 
(0.65) 

1.62 1.55 -4.32 3 -08 90.12 3 ,O8 
(0.67) 

1.69 1.61 -4.73 3 .O8 82.25 3 .O8 
(0.77) 

1.66 1 S8 -4.82 3.08 85.54 3 .O8 
(0.72) 

1 .58 1 .52 -3.80 2.63 66.46 2.63 
(0.73) 

1.75 1.65 -5.7 1 3.85 120.00 3.85 
(0.72) 

1.98 1.89 4.55 3 .O8 55.56 3 .O8 
(0.97) 



1.32 1 -27 -3.79 
(0.59) 

1 -60 1.53 -4.3 8 
(0.77) 

1 J O  1.63 -4.12 
(0.67) 

1.68 1.58 -5.95 
(0.72) 

1.68 1.58 -5.95 
(0.72) 

1.68 1 .58 -5.95 
(0.70) 

1.64 1.58 -3.66 
(O. 74) 

Calculation of vuinerable call values are based on the foilowing parameter values: s = 40 , K = 40 , 

Y = 5 ,  D* = O ,  T - t  = 0.3333 .a ~ 0 . 2 5 ,  a,. = 0.3, a ,  = 0.3, p,, =O.S.  . = O .OS , 

a = 0.5 , b =QO 4 = 0 , p = O , p , = O , unies otherwise noted. Standard e m t s  for the 
numerical estimates are given in parentheses below the actual estimate. 

model or Merton's model. This is because increasing S increases the probability of 

default in the VDB model which mitigates the increase in the value of the call. We will 

discuss the impact of the correlation coefficient in the next section. 

In Table 4, D' is chosen to be less than K. As noted in section 4.4, if D' c K 

we cm find the values of the two design parameters, "p" and "q", by first maximizing the 

value of the liabilities of the option &ter with respect to "pn and second maximiPng the 

value of the vulnerable call with respect to "q". This example is analogous to the 

example of Johnson and Stulz (1987), which involves a firm, wîth no other iiabilities, 

writing an at-the-money option. If the option writer defaults, the option holder receives 

ail the assets of the writer. 

Fw note that the approximate analytical solution is aiways l es  then the 

correspoading numerical solution. This is expected since the approximate aaalyticai 

solution will aiways underestimate the acnial value of the d as discussed in chapter 4. 



The mors are generaily in the -0.5% to -5% range. The approximate analytical solution 

tends to have more difficulty with problems where D' is approaching zero. Figures 12 

and 1 3 also illustrate this point. The reason for this can be seen in figures 3 and 6. As 

D' approaches zero both the default boundw and the hyperbolic integrand become much 

more non-linear and the linear approximations wd in the approximate analytical solution 

become much less accurate. In panicular when the value of the nmis assets drops toward 

zero, the error becomes much larger at - 16.22%. 

There is no difference between the vuherable call value estirnated by the FDB 

and Merton Models. Since there are no other liabilities in this example (Le. D ' = O ), the 

probability of default under the FDB model is zero and there is no reduction in the value 

vulnerable call. 

5.2 Impact of PVS , Prr and P i  on the value of Vulnerable CIUs 

The impact of the three correlation coefficients, Pvs , Pvr and P s ~  on the value of 

vulnerable calls is presented in this separate subsection so that an explicit cornparison to 

the results of Klein and Inglis (1 999) can be peifomied. The impact of these correlation 

coefficients under the assumptions of the FDB model was the focus of the numerical 

results in Klein and Inglis ( 1999). 

The call inmeases in value as the correlation between S and V , Pvs , inmeases 

assuming everything else remains constant. This is expected since a high value of S will 

usually be associated with a high value of V - so in the case where the option is in-the- 

money and thus likely to be exercised at mahuity there is also likely to be a high degree 

of creditworthiness on the part of the option writer and thus a low probability of default. 

Likewise, a low value of S will usuaily be associated with a low value of V. In this case 

the option writer is likely to defauit but the call is iikely to be out of the money anyway. 

Therefore, the higher the wrrelation between S and V the smaller the reduction 



Viilnenble CIU Vdues u a FunCaon of Option's Moneyneu: 
A Cornparison of the F M  and V u t b l e  Defadt Boondvy Modeb 

Caldations of vulnerable cal1 option pices are based on the following parameter values: 

r=O.OS,  ~ = o . ~ , ~ = O . O S , ~ . = O  Pn = O ,  P r  P O = O , ~ a Q o ~ ~ s e n o t ~  ~ u m k c d  
solution (circles) of the variable defadt boundary (VDB) model is based on a Monte- 
Carlo simulation. Analytical solutions (solid lines) of VDB modd are based on equation 
4.2.5. The design parameters "p" anci "q" are optimized for each value of S, based on the 
technique outlined in section 4.4. Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on 
equation 4.1.1. 



Figure 13 

Vuînetable C d  Vdues u r Funetion of Option Writer's Assets: 
A Cornpubon of the Fixed and Variable ~efaalt Booaduy Modeb 

r = 0.05, a =O.l ,b  =o.Os ,op = O  p ,  = O ,  p, = O - O , ~ ~ s & ~ s e ~ o t e d .  Nm&al 
solution (circles) of the variable default boundary (WB) model is baoed on a Monte- 
Carlo simulation. Analytical solutions (solid Iines) of M B  model are based on equation 
4.2.5. The design parameters "p" and "q" are optimized for each value of S, based on the 
technique ouhed in section 4.4. Anaiytical soiutions of the FDB model are based on 
equation 4.1.1. 



in value of a winerable call relative to a non-vulnmble calll. Note, that FDB model 

predicts almost no discount off the Merton value when S and V are highly correlated, 

which is consistent with anecdotaf evidence fiom the capitai markets2. However, the 

VDB predicts a much larger reduction in value since the higher stock price wül increase 

the potential required payoff and therefore increase the probability of default. The FDB 

model ignores this fact. This could be a potentially important result for traders dealing 

with highly leveraged option writers where the option contract is a significant portion of 

the writer's liabilities. Figure 14 illustrates the impact of Pvs on the value of vulnerable 

calls under the assurnptions of the FDB and VDB models, for the example presented in 

table 2. 

Figures 15 and 16 also illustrate the impact of PVS on the value of vulnerable 

options. The parameters used to generate these figures correspond to those of the 3 year 

in-the-money call, where D' > K . Again note the general conclusion that the more 

negative the correlation the greater the reduction in the value of a vulnerable call relative 

to its equivalent non-vulnerable cornterpart. 

Figure 15 shows the percentage reduction in the value of the call ( h m  the 

corresponding Merton value) as a hct ion of the moneyness of the option. The dashed 

lines represent the results of the FDB model and duplicate the remlts found in Klein and 

Inglis ( 1999). The solid lines are the corresponding results h m  the VDB model. Fim 

note that the correlation coefficient has a greater impact on out-of-the-money calls (in 

percentage terms) then in-the-money calls. The change in the percentage reduction as the 

money-ness of the option changes is a function of the values of the vulnerable and non- 

vulnerable call and their respective deltas (with respect to S). 

Consider a goId producer who has written a cali option on gold on part of is output or mventory. Lfthe 
price of gold mains below the strike price the gold produccf generates mcome; if the price goes above the 
strike price than the producer has sdd his gold for tbe striirt price. Obviously, the W s  assets and the 
asset undetlying the option are positively correlaîed. Also, thcre is little c b c e  of defauit smce the gold 
pmducer presumably has an inventory of gold with which to fiilM1 his obligation to debver gold 

Correspondence with Peter Klein. 



Vulnerable C.ll Values as a Function of tk ComJation between the Asset 
Underlying the Option and the Option Writer's Assets: 

A Comparison of the Fhed and Variable Default Boundary Models 

Calculations of vulnerable call option prices are based on the following parameter 
s = s O , K = ~ O  V = l O O ,  ~ ' = 9 0 , T = 3 , = = 0  a r = 0 * 1  a , = 0 * 3  P,=O, 

r =0.05, a =0.5,b =O.O8,a, =0*03 P v r  -0 ,  P, r O * O , ~ e s s o & b s e n ~  

Analytical solutions (solid lines) of VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design 
parameters "p" and "qn are optimized for each value of S, based on the technique outlined 
in section 4.4. Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. 



Figure 15 

Percentage Reduction In the Vine of Vuînerable Eiwpern Cab as a hctîon of 
Option's Moneyness: A Cornparlion of the Fircd and Variable Defauit Bomduy 

Models Under Maerent Assmpdonr about Pm 

b=O.Ogyo, '0.03 py, = O  pi =010 , unless otherwise noted. Analytid solutions of 
VDB model are based on equation 42.5. The design parameters "p" and "q" are 
optimized for each value of S, based on the technique outlined in section 4.4. halytical 
soiutions of the FDB model are bascd on equation 4.1.1. Percenage reduction in both 
cases is based on the first relationship in equation 5.2.1. 



Percentage Rediiction in the Vaiue of Volnetable Etuopcm Cab u a fundon of 
Option Writer's Asseb: A CoQIpUiSon of the Fbed 8nd V8rhbIe Defaait h d a r y  

M d e b  Under Dîfferent Anumptions about Pn 

Caiculations of vuherable cal1 option prices are based on the following parameter values: 
r =O.OS, 0 =0.5, 

b = 0.08 ,ar = 0-03 P f i  = O , P s = , u&ss noted. Analytical solutions of 
VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters "p" and "qn are 
optimized for each value of S, bas& on the technique outlined in section 4.4. Analfical 
solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. Percentage reduction in both 
cases is based on the first relaîionship in equation 5.2.1. 



This can be shown as follows: 

(5.2.1) 

Therefore the rate of change of the percentage reduction (Le. the slope) can be either 

positive or negative depending on the relative sizes of Cfit inedIe and the deltas of the 

vulnerable and non-vulnerable calls. Looking at figure 15, the only tirne the slope (i.e. 

dR l dS ) is negative is when the correlation between S and V is negative. For the FDB 

model the slope is negative throughout the entire range of S. However, for the VDB 

model the slope is only negative for out-of-the-rnoney calls. Otherwise, the percmtage 

reduction generally becomes larger with the moaey-ness of the call. However, it 

increases much more quickly in the case of the VDB model. This is expected since the 

probability of default increases as S increases in the W B  model, but does not change 

with increases in S in the FDB rnodel. 

Figure 1 6 uses the same parameter values as above but plots the percentage 

reduction as a function of the option writer's assets Y.  As expecteâ, the percentage 

reduction decreases and eventually approaches zero as the option writer's assets increase, 

although the decrezse is much slower for the VDB model. in the FDB model, the 

percentage reduction is zero even for quasi-debt ratios (i.e. D' / v ) equal to 100% if the 

correlation between S and V is 0.8. The reduction only rises to - 16% if the correlation is 

-0.8. The correspondhg numbers for the M B  model are 27% and 47% cespectively. 

This seems to be a much more fealistic prediction, given the high quasi-debt ratios. 



Refming to table 2 we can see that a negative correlation between V and r (Le. pvr < 0 ) 

decreases the value of a vulnerable call relative to the base case in the VDB model, but 

increases the value in the FDB case. Figures 1 7 and 1 8 also illustrate the impact of the 

correlation coefficient Pv, on vulnerable calls. Generally the more negative the 

correlation the greater the reduction in value. However, there is a trade-off between 

changes in the interest rate and changes in the assets of the option d t e r .  Inniitively, if 

interest rates were to increase and this resulted in a decrease in the option writets assets 

(i.e. a negative correlation) then the probability of the option writer experiencing financial 

distress would increase. This would cause the vulnerable option to decrease in value. 

However, this impact would be offset by the increase in the value of the cd1 when 

interest rates increase. This trade-off is clearly shown in the FDB model results, where 

the impact of Pv, is revend for deeÿin-the-money options and lower quasi-debt ratios. 

Figure 17 shows the percentage reduction as a function of the cail's money-ness. 

Moving the call into the money has little impact in the FDB model, but a large impact in 

the VDB model. Since the VDB model takes into account the liability due to the wriaen 

option, the deeper the call is in-the-money the greater the probability of defauk and the 

greater the reduction in pnce. Again, deep out-on-the-money options seern to be the most 

sensitive to Pv, . 
Figure 18 shows the percentage reduction as a fûnction of the option writer's 

assets. The general coriclusion is that increasing the writer's assets reduces the 

probability of default and the therefore the reduction in pnce. This figure indicates that 

the choice of Pv. is of secondary importance in valuing the d l ,  relative to Pm. 

Finaily, we can see from table 2 that decreasing the correlation between the asset 

underlying the call and the nsk-free rate, PS , decreases the value of the vuherable d l .  

This is true for both the VDB and FDB model. Figures 19 and 20 aiso illustrate the 

impact of this correlation coefficient. The same general conclusions can be dram in this 

case. First, deepout-of-money options are most sensitive to changes in pvr and P*. 



Percentage Rediiction in the Vdue of VPlocraôie Europem Caih u a hindion of 
Option's Moneyness: A Compatison of the FLted and Variable Defadt Boundary 

Mdeb Under Dinerent hsumptiom about Pr, 

Calculations of wlnerable c d  option prices are based on the following parameter values: 

b = 0.08 ,a, = 0.03 = 0 pSI '0.0 , imless oîberwise noted. Analytical solutions of 
VDB mode1 are based on equation 4.2.5. The design panmeters "p" and "qw are 
opti2nized for each value of S, based on the technique outlined in section 4.4. Analytical 
solutions of the FDB mode1 are based on equation 4.1.1. Petcentage reduction in both 
cases is based on the nrst re1ationship in equation S.2.l. 



Percentage Reâuction in the Value of Vuinenble Eiiropeii CIUI as r fùnction of 
Option Writer's Assets: A Cornpariaon of the Fhred and Variable Defa& iltmduy 

M d e h  Under DWerent Assumptions about P Y ~  

Calculations of vulnerable cal1 option @ces me based on the followiig parameter 
valws: S=SO, K = 4 0 9 V = 1 û û ,  D9=90 T = 3 , a = 0 , 0 1 - = 0 - 1 , a s = 0 - 3 ,  r=0.05, 

= 0.5,b = 0.08 ,a, =0.03 PK = O  pSr , d e s s  otherwise noted. Analyticd 
solutions of VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters "p" and "q" 
are optimized for cach value of S, based on the technique outlined in section 4.4. 
Analytical solutions of the FDB model an based on equation 4.1.1. Percentage reâuction 
in both cases is based on the first relationship in equation 5.2.1. 



Pemntage Reàuction in the Vdue of Vuintrabk Europem Cds as a function of 
Option's Moneyness: A Cornpubon of the F M  and Variable Defaiilt Boundary 

Models Undet DHerent Assomptions about P u  

Calculations ofvdnerable caii option @ces are basrd on the following parameter values: 
S=SO, K=a, V = l O O ,  D'=90 

b = O .O8 ,O , = 0-03 P fi O , p 9 = O*' , dess  &-se notedo Analytia ~ l u t i o ~  of 
VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters "p" and "q" are 
optimized for each value of S, based on the technique outliaed in section 4.4. Analytical 
solutions of the FDB model are bas& on aquation 4.1.1. Percentage reduction in both 
cases is based on the h t  relaîionship in equation 52.1. 





Second, g e n d l y  this coefficient is not of primary importance in estimating the value of 

the vulnerable d l .  

53: Probabiiity of Defadt and Mirgin Requirements 

In this section we look at the probability of the option writer defaulting and the cost of 

eliminating the risk of default through the posting of margin. The risk-neutrai probability 

that the option writer will default can be calculated in a relatively straightfonvard way. 

The real world probabilities would be calculated in the same way, except that we would 

substitute the expected growth rate of the underlying asset for the risk-free rate. For the 

FDB mode1 the probability of default is the probability that vr < D' , while for the VDB 

the probability of default is the probability that Vr < D' + max(~, - K). niese 

probabilities can be shown to be: (See appendix H and appendix 1 for the derivations) 

For the FDB Model: 

Where is defined as: 

(from section 4.1) 



SS (fiom section 4.1 and 4.2) 

(from section 4.1 ) 

8 = Pm - m  Jw ( h m  seaion 4.2) 

and the other parameters are as defined in section 4.2. 

The second part of this section deals with the "discount" embedded in vulnerable 

cal1 options due to the possibility of default. This discount can be used to estimate the 

amount of collateral (i.e. margin) that would be quired to remove the default nsk. To 

simpli@ the analysis of this section, assume that the option holder, in the event of default 

by the writer, will make no recoveries. This corresponds to settirig a = 1 . In this case 

the last two terms in both the FDB and VDB valuation formulas (i.e. equations 4.1.4 and 

4.2.5), which deai with expected recoveries in the ment of default, disappear. The 

valuation equations can thm be rewritten in a slightly different and more intuitive fonnat 

by using the following property of the cumulative bi-variate nomial distribution fünction: 



Note that for this section we bave redefined the names of the parameters to make 

cornparisons between the FDB and VDB models easier. 

The FDB model valuation formula can be tewritten as: 

are the parameters of the standard non-vulnerable Merton model. The additional 

panuneters are given by: 

and 

p, = M 
Sv% 

The VDB model valuation formula c m  be rewritten as: 



w here: 

are again the parameters of the standard non-vulnerable Merton model. The additional 

panuneters are given by: 

and 

Equations 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 have a great deal of intuitive appeal. The two terms in 

the first set of square brackets in each equation is simply the Black-Schola-Merton 

valuation formula for a call option. The temis in the second set of square brackets 

represent the value of the option writer's option to default. This is the discount embedded 

in vulnerable call options due to the possibility of default (Le. the default premium). 

If an over-the-counter (OTC) option holder wants to eluninate the default risk of 

the h t e r  then we can use the default premiurn as an objective measure of the collateral 

(i-e. margin) that should be required. The option holder should be indiffaeat between a 

non-vulnerable call and a Milnerable cal1 that is secured with collateral qua1 to the 

default premium. Note that the collaterai required wodd Vary over time with changing 

conditions. 

This result provides a simple way of detemiining whether the margin required in 

option markets is representative off& market value. If margin requiremeats are market 

detennined, then the value of the writer's optioa to default shodd roughly corrrspoad to 



the margin required to write an exchange traded option. in Canada, the cment practice 

mandates that a customer mus deposit the option premiurn plus 10% of the underlying 

stock value for a uncovered at-the-money index option. Table 5 reports the risk-neutral 

probability of default and the default premium (as a percentage of the underlying stock 

index value) predicted by both the FDB and VDB models, for an at-the-money cal1 option 

written by a highly leveraged writer. 

Table 5 

Probability of Default and Estimated Margin Requuements for at-the-hloaey 

Prob. Prob, Margin 
of Of MarginMargin 

V Defaul t Default Rich 
V D* 3 0,  0 s  Pa  T P B )  (VDB) 

(FDB) WDB) (%of S) (%ofS) 
( 1 996) 

105.0 LOO 1-05 0.10 0.30 0.25 0.75 8.29 28.71 0.59 9.01 6.34 

210.0 200 0 5  0.10 0.30 0.25 0.75 8.29 16.66 0.59 4.45 6.34 

102.5 100 1.03 0.10 0.30 0.25 0.75 13.40 36.31 1.05 10.30 8.70 

105.0 100 1.05 0.10 0.25 0.25 0.75 R.29 26.50 0.54 6.93 5.48 

105.0 100 1.05 0.15 0.30 0.25 0.75 18.73 35.42 1.56 8.40 7.67 

105.0 100 1.05 0.10 0.30 0.75 0.75 8.29 22.35 0.03 6.54 4.25 

105.0 100 1.05 0.10 0.30 -0.50 0.75 829 31.20 2.85 11-10 9.23 

105.0 100 1.05 0.10 0.30 0.25 1.00 7.52 28.26 0.64 10.80 8.06 

This example is adapted fiom Rich (1996) and his resuits are reproduced here for 

cornparison. The models presented here oniy aîiow for defadt at the maauity of the 

option, while Rich's mode1 allows for default any time drops below a stochastic default 

boundary. However, the payout ratio in Rich's mode1 is a predefined proportion of the 

writer's assets at the time ofdefault, while ou.  models relate the payout ratio to the h ' s  

assets at the manirity of the option. Therefore, the models are wt directly comparable, 



however we choose al1 relevant panuneters so as to make the models as comparable as 

possible. 

First note that the FDB model always predicts a lower probability of default and a 

lower margin requirernent (i.e. default premium) than the correspondhg VDB model. 

This is expected since the example was chosen so that the Milnerable call option is 

relatively large compared to the writer's total assets. Also, so long as the ratio of V I  Da 

remains constant the probability of defauit and the default premium remain constant in 

the FDB model. This means that the FDB model is homogeneous of degree zero with 

respect to V and D' . Therefore, V and Dm can be scaled by any constant without 

altering the results. However, this is definitely not tnie of the VDB model. If the 

size of and D' are changed relative to the size of S, then both the probability of 

default and the default prerniurn are affected. Note that in this regard, Rich's model has 

the same characteristics as the FDB model. So, unlike the VDB model, the FDB model 

and Rich's model do not incorporate the fact that the cal1 option may actually cause the 

writer to default. 

Decreasing the volatility of the asset underlying the option, CT , , does not impact 

the probability of default in the FDB model. Again in this model the characteristics of 

the underlying asset have no impact on whether default occurs or not. However 

demeasing 0, does decrease the matgin requirement by a srnall arnount, since the chance 

of large payoffs on the call decrease. This is also m e  of Rich's model. As noted in 

section 5.1, a change in as cati cause the probability of default to either increase or 

decrease. Likewise, the defauit premium can either increase or decrease depending on the 

specific parameters used in the model. The reason for this result is iilussated in figure 

2 1. This figure shows the W B  boundaries expressed in terms of the variables v and u, 

which correspond to the variables Y, and S, after the standard log-normal transfomation 

are been performed. Two sets of boundaries are sbown. The first set of boundaries 



Figun 21 
Integration Region for Vuinerable Europem Cails for DWerent Vaiues of 0 .  

CalcuIations of wlnerable cal1 option p r i a  are based on the following parameter valuw: 
S = S O ,  K = S O ,  V = l O ,  0'-100~ T - o . ' I s , ~  = 1 =0-19 PA =0*25, r = 0.10 , 
r =0.5,b=0.10, o r = O , p ,  = O ,  p* Figrneshows &eboundeesof&e 
integration region supaimposed on the contour lines of a bi-variate nomial probability 
distribution. The defauit boundary for the VDB model is based on the linear 
approximation given in Appendix De The defauit boundary for the fixed default 
boundary model (FDB) is based on the boundary function shown in Appcndix Ce Note 
that: 



corresponds to a, = 0.1 and the second set conesponds to US = 0.3 . Note that the 

change in a, is larger in the figure then in table 5, to make the impact on the boundaries 

more obvious. The vertical lines represent the boundary between the cal1 being in-the- 

money (i.e. to the right of the liw) and outsf-the-money (i.e. to the lefi of the line). This 

boundary shifis to the right as as increases which indicates a reduction in the probability 

of the option being exercised. The other boundary lines represent the default boundary. 

The horizontal line to the left of the vertical lines corresponds to d while the upward 

sloping lines to the right of the vertical lines corresponds to D* +& -K. As can be seen 

in the figure, increasing os shi fts the intercept to the right and increases the dope of the 

default boundary to the right of the vertical line. Therefore the probability of default can 

either increase or decrease as a, increases depending on whether the integral of the bi- 

variate normal distribution over the area below the default boundaries increases or 

decreases. Similarly, the default premium can either increase or decrease as as 

increases. In this case it depends on the value of the integral of option's payoff times the 

normal distribution over the area to the right of the at-the-money line (i.e. the vertical 

line) below the default boundary. in the example in Table 5, decreasing as decreases 

both the probability of default and the default premium. 

Increasing the volatility of the option writer's assets, av , increases both the 

probability of default and the default risk premium in the FDB model. However, this 

resuit is not as clear in the VDB model. Although, the pmbability of default inmeases as 

expected with an increase in a,, the default premium (i.e. the amount you wodd have to 

theoretically pst as margin) actually decreases since the expected loss decreases. This 

counter intuitive restùt can be explainecl by looking at figure 22. This figure is sirnilar in 

design to figure 2 1, discussed above. However, in this example the two sets of boundary 

conditions correspond to two diffaeat values of . The dividing h e  between in-the- 



Figure 22 
I n t e g r a h  Region for Vulnerabk Europern C.lb for Dwerent Vahm of a, 

Calculations of Milnerable c d  option @ces are based on the following parameter values: 
S=SO, K = S O ,  V=LO, ~ '=100 ,  r = o J ~ , a  = I , O ,  d . 3 ,  p, -0.25, r = 0.10 , 
a = ~ . ~ , b = o . l O ,  a, =O,ph = O ,  P, = 0.0 . Figure shows the boudaries of the 
integration region wpaimposed on the contour lines of a bi-variate normal probability 
distribution. The default boundary for the VDB model is based on the iinm 
approximation given in Appendix D. The default boundary for the f i e d  default 
boundary model (FDB) is based on the boundary function shown in Appendix C. Note 
that : 



money and out-of-the inoney calls is not affected by changes in av . The default 

boundary for the VDB model shifts upwards in the lefi hand side of the diagram and has a 

higher iniercept, but lower slope. Remember that in this case the major factor controllhg 

the slope, is the ratio os la, . As o , increases the ratio and therefore the slope of the 

default boundary on the right hand side of the figure becorne smaller. 

The probability of default is given by integrating the bi-variate normal distribution 

hction (the contour lines of the distribution are show in the figure for refeience) over 

the area below the default boundary. Looking at the figure it is relatively easy to see that 

the probability of default will increase in this example. However, it is possible to find a 

set of parameters for the model where the opposite result would hold. The Black- 

Scholes-Merton value of the cal1 is given by integrating the payoff on the cal1 times the 

normal distribution function over the in-the-rnoney region (i.e. the area to the right of the 

vertical line). This value cm be split into two components, the value of the cal1 in the 

area above the default boundary is the value of the VDB d l .  The value below the 

default boundary is the default premium. Since the default boundaries for the two cases 

presented in the figure (i.e. a, = 0.1 and a, = 0.3 ) cross, the default premium can either 

increase or decrease as increases depending on the particular parameters chosen. 

Changing the correlation coefficient, PVS , does not shifi either of the boundaries in 

either figure 2 1 or 22. However, it does affe*. the bi-variate normal distniution function 

and therefore has an effect on both the probability of default and the default premium. 

From table 5 we can see that increasing P a  decreases the default prernium (and therefore 

increases the value of the vulnerable call) in dl cases for the reasons discussed in section 

5.1. However, it is interesthg to note that the pmbability of default in not affected in the 

FDB model, but decreases in the VDB model, as Pu increases. 

Finally, in this example, increasing the thne to maturity of the option decreases 

the probability of default but i n m e s  the default prwllimi. However, in the case of the 

W B  model, this depends on the actual parameters used in the model. It is possible to 



generate completeiy the opposite results. The reasoning is the same as in figures 2 1 and 

22. By changing T, the boundaries are shified in mch as way that it is possible that the 

pmbability of default and the default prernium may either increase or decrease. 

As a final point, observe that the default premium (Le. the amount of margin that 

would have to be posted to remove the default nsk) is mallest for the FDB model and 

largest for the VDB model. Rich's model falls in the middle. Of the three models, the 

VDB model cornes closest to predicting the actual margin requirements demandai by 

exchanges. Note that if recoveries were possible then al1 of the models would predict 

even smaller margin rquirements. These models al1 suggest that exchanges require 

excessive margin deposits. 

5.4 Hedging Vulnenble Options 

in this section we look at the hedging parameters of Merton's model, the FDB model and 

the VDB model. Specifically we numerically calculate the the delta and gamma (ie. 

dc 1 dS and dc ' 1 dS ' ) of d l  three models. in addition, for the FDB model and the 

VDB model we calculate (Le. dc 1 d V and dc ' / dV ' ). We then perform a simple 

hedging expriment to illustrate how each of the models could be used to hedge a long 

position in a vulnerablr: call. 

5.4.1 Bedge Parameters 

The example chosen for this section of chapter 5 corresponds to the example in 

table 3. The base case involves a moderately leveraged (i.e. D ' / V = 0 .8 ) h 

writing a 1 year out-of-the-money option. The only difference from the example in table 

3 it that we assume here that there are no mveries (i.e. a = i ). Note that in this case 

D ' = K = 40 , which means that the VDB valuation formula is independent of the 

design parameters "pn and "q". Therefore the valuation formula gives 



exact results. Figures 23,24 and 25 illustrate respectiveiy, the value of the call, the delta 

of the cal1 and the gamma of the cal1 as a function of the options moneyness. On each 

figure we present Merton's model, the FDB model and the VDB model. The first point to 

note is that there is virtually no diffenace between Merton's model and the FDB model. 

There are two reasons for this: First the finn is ody moderately leveraged as measured 

by the quasi-debt ratio (Le. D ' / V = O - 8  ). The FDB model does not significantly 

demease the value of a vulnerable call until this ratio is greater than 90%. Secondly, we 

chose a = 1 . It tums out that this pararneter can have a signifiant influence in 

determining the achial value of the vulnerable call. in fact, the panuneter a could be 

used as a tuning parameter to generate the correct call value. The VDB model cd1 

values, deltas and garnmas are significantly différent firom those of the first two models. 

As the option moves more and more into the rnoney the value of the cal1 continues to 

increase in this example but at a decreasing rate. Note that the reduction in value at 

S / K = 1 is relatively mal1 (Le. less then 5%) but at S 1 K = 2 the reduction in 

value is quite significant (i.e. greater then SON), reflecting the impact of the written call 

on the probability of default. 

The delta (i.e. dc / dS ) of the calls were calculated numically as follows: 

w here: 

c,, = value of c a l  evaiuated at S + E 

c,, = value of call evaluated at S + E 

E = 0.00001 



V ~ e r a b l t  c d  vdum 8s 8 Fiindon of Option's Moneyncn: 
A Cornparbon of tbc F M  and Vuirbk Default Bwnduy Modeir 

=o.s b = o . o G , ~ .  =0.03 P ,  =O PS -0.0 unless otherwise noted. Analyticai 
solutions (soiid iines) cf VDB mode1 arc baseci on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters 
"p" and "q" are optimized for each value of S, based on the technique outüned in seaion 
4.4. Analytical solutions of the FDB mode1 are based on equation 4.1.1. 



Vuhierable C.U Deltas (w.r.t S) as 8 Function of Option's Moneyness: 
A Cornparison of the Fised and Variable Defa& Bomdary M U S  

Caldations of VUlIlerable cal1 option @ces are based on the following parameter values: 

S = 3 0 , K = 4 0 , V = S O , ~ ' = 4 0 , T = l , a = 0 , ~ , - = O ~ l , ~ ~ = 0 * 2 , p ~ = 0 * 5 , ~ = O . O 5  

a -0.5 b a, -0.03 PF, = O  P g  =0-0 unlessotherwisenoted. Anaiyticai 
¶ 1 9 

solutions of W B  mode1 are bascd on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters "pw and "qn 
are opthized for each vaiw of S, based on the technique outlined in section 4.4. 
Anaiytid solutions of the FDB mode1 are based on equation 4.1.1. The deltas were 
caiculated numericaily using equation 5.4.1.1. 



Vuloerable Cd Giaimu (w.r.t S) u 8 Fuaction of Opdon'r Moneypess: 
A Cornparison of the Fixeù and Vuhble Default Bounduy Models 

Calcuiations of vulnerable cal1 option prices are based on the folîowing parameta values: 

~ ~ 3 0 ,  K=40, v=50, Dm=40 T = l  a=O ar=O*l a p 0 . 2  ~vr'O.5 r=0.05 

0 = 0.5 b =0.08 a, =O-03 P b  = O  P, = 0.0, d e s s  otherwise noteâ. Anaîyticai 
9 t 9 9 

solutions of W B  model are based on equation 42.5. The design parameters "p" and "q" 
are optimized for each vahe of S. baseci on the technique outlined in section 4.4. 
Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. The gamma wae 
calculateci numericaily using equation 5.4.1.2. 



Again, the Merton and FDB models generate the same results. However, the VDB model 

again is significantly different. FUst note that the VDB delta is always less than the 

corresponding delta fiom the first two models. Also, in this case the delta of the call 

increases as S increases, but only up to point, beyond which the delta starts to decrease. 

This indicates that hedging a long position in a vulnerable call will requhe a smaller short 

position in the underlying asset when S increases beyond a certain point (approximately 

S / K = I - 1  in this case. This makes sense since the probability of default increases as 

the money moves deeper into-the-money and the ability of the option writer to payoff its 

debts decreases. Therefore you need a smaller position in the underlying asset to hedge 

the risk due to changes in the value of that asset. As another point, it is actually possible 

to generate negative deltas in the VDB model. For example if we chose a = O we 

would see negative deltas for in-the-rnoney calls. Thus, it is not possible to sign the delta 

of a vulnerable call under the VûB model. 

The gamma (Le. d 2c / dS ) of the calls were calculated nmerically as follows: 

w here: 

c = value of the c d  evaluated at S 

c,, = value of c d  evaluated at S + E 

'minus = value of cd evaluated at S + E 

E = O.OOOOl 

Figure 25 illustrates the gammas for al1 three models. The Merton and FDB model 

gammas are again the same, while the absolute value of gamma in the VDB model is less 

than or equal to the Merton and FDB gamma so long as S K < L -3 . The VDB 

gamma is greater whenever S I K > 1.3 . This indicates bat the VDB model is less 

sensitive to a sudden change in S whenever S 1 K < 1 -3 and more sensitive whenever 

S K > 1 -3  . Also note that since gamma reptesents the rate of change of  delta, the 



gamma of the VDB model becomes negative as the delta fiinction starts to decrease as S 

increases. 

Figures 26,27 and 28 illustrate the call value, d~ dV and d ' C  / dV ' as 

functions of the value of the option writer's assets. Again, the values were calculated 

numerically using formulas similar to those presented in equations 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. As 

expected Merton's call value is  not affecteci by Y.  and both the FDB and VDB vulnerable 

cal1 values increase as V increases. This occurs since the probability of default will 

decrease as V increases. Also, the value of the WB call is always below the FDB value. 

In fact the FDB model does not predict any significant reduction in the value of a cal1 

until the quasi-debt ratio ( D ' / Y ) exceeds 1 00%. The W B  model starts to predict 

significant reductions in vaiue when the quasi-debt ratio is pa te r  then 80%. 

The hedge ratio dc 1 dV is used to mitigate the risk of default. In this case 

dc 1 dV represents the percentage of the option writer's assets that would have to be 

shorted to remove the default risk from holding a position in a long vulnerable call. First 

note that at no time does this hedge parameter exceed 2%, which indicates that there is 

not a significant amount of default risk in this example. This makes sense since the 

quasi-debt ratio is only 80% and the option is well out of the money. Also, de 1 dV is 

never negative since the value of a vuinerable cal1 dways increases with increasing V and 

dc 1 dV represents the dope of the call value for different values of Y. Obviously as V 

gets very large dc I dV approaches zero for both models since default risk dirninishes to 

zero. However, it takes considerably more assets to completely remove the default risk 

from the VDB model, even though the option is out-of-the-money and its c m t  vaiue 

does not represent a large component of the writer's liabilities. 

The hedge parameter d ' c d V ' which represents the sensitivity of de / d V to 

changes in V cm be either positive or negative. Also, in general the FDB mode1 seems 

have potentially greater seositivity to changes in Y.  

The figures corresponding to the examples in tables 2 and 4 in section 5.1 show 



Vulnerabk CaIl Vrrlues as a Function of the Option Writer's Asseb: 
A Cornparison of the Fhed and Vuiibie Defaait Boiinduy Modcb 

Caldations of vulnerable caii option prias an based on the foIlowing panmeta values: 
S=30  K=40, Y = 5 0 , ~ ' = 4 0 ,  T = I , < r = O , a r = O - l  a ~ = 0 3  ~ r n = ~ - 5 ,  ,=O.OS 

, 0 = O. J , b = 0.08 ,a , = oso3 ' O, ps = dm oh-se noted. Analyticd 
solutions (solid lines) of VDB mode1 are baseci on equation 42.5. The design parameters 
"p" and "q" are optimized for each value of Y,  based on the technique outlined in section 
4.4. Anaiytical solutions of the FDB mode1 are based on equation 4.1.1. 



Figure 27 

Vulnenbk C d  Delfu (wat 0 u a Fundion of tbc Option Wrâter's Aueb: 
A Cornparison of the Fixed and Varhbk Defa& Bomduy Modeb 

Calculations of wlnerable cail option @as are based on the following parameter values: 

= 0.5 b = O .08 , = 0.03 P V, = 0 P, = 0-0 unless otherwise noted. Analyticai 
9 9 9 9 

soiutions of VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design parmeters "pW and "q" 
are optimized for each value of V, based on the technique outlineû in section 4.4. 
Analyticai solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. The deltas were 
calculateci numericaily using equation 5.4.1.1. 



Vulncrable CaJl Gimnus (w.t.t as a Function of  the Opdlon Writerts Asseb: 
A Cornparisoi of the Fimi and Variable Defriilt Boundary Modeh 

CalCuIations of vulnerable call option prices are based on the following parameter values: 

solutions of VDB model are based on equation 4.2.5. The design parameters "p" and "qw 
are optimized for each value of Y, based on the technique outlined in section 4.4. 
Analytical solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. The gammas were 
calnilated numericaily using equation 5.4.1.2. 



sirnilar patterns to those above aad are therefore not presented here. However, table 6 

surrunarizes the generd conclusions about the specific hedge parameters mention4 

above. 

5.4.2 Eledging a Long Position in a Vulaerable Cd 

In this section we investigate the ability of each of the three models to hedge their 

own payoff as well as the payoff associated with the VDB model. We take the point of 

view of the counter-party buying an in-the-rnoney vulnerable cal1 from the highly 

leveraged option writer. The specific panuneten used in this example are shown below 

table 7. 

We simulate the price of the asset underlying the cdl, S, the assets of the option 

d t e r ,  Y, and the interest rate r, over 52 tirne periods of one week each. At time zero and 

at the end of each time period we fom an instantaneously risk-fke portfolio consisting of 

a long position in one vulnerable option, a short position in 1 dS shares of S and a 

short position in dc dv uni& of the option writers assets. The hedge parameter 

dc / dS removes the risk due to the uncertahty of S, while the hedge parameter 

dc / dv accounts for the defauit risk. This approach assumes that we can f k l y  trade in 

the assets of the option writer. At each time step we keep track of the number of units of 

S and V that must be sold short to hedge the wlnerable c d .  We also, keep track of the 

cumulative proceeds as well as any interest eamed or paid duruig each t h e  step. At the 

manirity of the option we calculate the net profit or loss on the entire position. The 

algorithm is outlined below: 



Table 6 

Surnmary of Behaviour of Hedge Parameten 
- 

Parameter M e ~ o n  's Mode1 FDB M d e l  

~ S S  ,but at a 
slower rate then 
Merton's Model . 

MIR M d e l  

slower rate then 
FDB Model. 

No upper boundary Eventually plateaus 

Equals zero for deep 
out* f-the-money 
calls. 

Equals zero for deep 
in-the-money and 
deep out-of-the- 
money cdls. Upper boundary can 

be less then one. 

Always positive Always positive Can be positive or 
negative 

c m  Not relevant 

Not relevant 

t a s  v t  
Always positive Always positive 

Approaches zero 

as V t , but at 
slower rate then 
FDB Model 

Approaches zero 
as v t  

Can be positive or 
negative. 

Not relevant Can be positive or 
negative 

Equals zero for deep 
in-the-money and 
deep out-of-the- 
money calls. 

Equals zero for deep 
in-the-money and 
deep out-of-the- 
money d i s .  

At M i e  zero, the cumulative proceeds, CP,=, , h m  shorting S and V is given by: 



At the end of any subsequent tirne step uoits of S and V are bought or sold to bring the 

portfolio back to its instantaneously risk-free state. This depends on the updated hedge 

parameters. Therefore the cumulative proceeds at any tirne t, including any interest that 

is eamed during the period is given by: 

Cpt = Cpt4 * ~ X P (  rt-1At) + (ust - USJ-1 bt + @ v . ,  - r.*-1 kt 
(5.4.2.3) 

At the maturity of the c d ,  the net profit on the entire portfolio is calculated as follows: 

The acniai payoff on the cal1 depends on the particular type of  option being examined. 

For the standard Black-Scholes-Merton cal1 the payoff is max (s, - K ,O). The payoffs 

for the FDB and VDB models are given in tables la and lb. We nui the entire 

experiment 1,000 times and caicuiate the net profit, NP,, for each m. 

Presented below, in table 7, is the mean and standard deviation of the 1,000 runs 

for a number o f  different simulations: 

Table 7 

Mean and Standard Deviation of Net Profit 

Metîon Mudel Merton FDB M d I  FDB M d 1  VZ)B M d e i  
Heeing O M W  Hedging O Hedging a H e d d ~ g  a 

BlackSchoIes Hedgi'ng a FDB Pqof l  W B  Pqyoff MIB Poyofl 
Pqpff  W B  Poyoa 

Merin -0.01 11  -3.6448 -0.0066 -3.6058 0.0503 



Figures 29,30 and 3 1 show the net profit for eafb of the 1,000 nuis for each of the 

simulations presented in table 7. Theoreticaily, if we re-balanceci the portfolio at every 

instant of time the net profit of hedging the vulnerable option should be zero, assumuig 

we are using the correct mode1 to calculate the hedge parameters. However, in these 

results we are only re-balancing the pottfolio once per week, which r d t s  in a srnall 

amount of hedging error. As expected, hedging a Black-Scholes payoff with the Black- 

Scholes-Merton mode1 results in an average net profit that is close to zero, however there 

is some variation in the net profit tmom expriment to experiment aithough the variation, 

as measured by the standard deviation of the net profits is quite low. This result is also 

hue when the FDB model is used to hedge a FDB payofi Using the VDB model to 

hedge the VDB payoff also results in a average profit close to zero, however, the standard 

deviation is slightl y larger, which can be explained by the extra source of risk present in 

this simulation. 

Note that both the Merton model and the FDB model do not hedge the VDB 

payoff very well. In both cases the average profit is negative, indicating that we are 

paying too much for the option upfkont, @ven the level of default risk. This cm a h ,  be 

seen in the bottom haif of figures 29 and 30, where the net profit is biased downward. 

Also, the standard deviation indicates considerable uncatahty about the average net 

profit. 

The purpose of this section was to dernonstrate how one could hedge a vulnerable 

cal1 using the models presented. The general conclusion is that so long as the vulnerable 

options payoff is the same as assumed by the model used to calculate the hedge 

parameters, the standard hedging technique should work reasonably well. Howwer, 

using an incorrect mode1 will r d t  in large hedgïng enors. 



Net Profit on 1OOO Individaal TrWs of  i Hedging Experiment, ~ i n g  Merton's 
Mode1 



Figure 30 

Net Profit on 1ûûO Individuaï Trlib of a Hedghg Experlmemt, ushg tbe FDB Mode1 

r = 0.05 z0.5 b =O.OS a, = O  Pn '0 ~o '0.0 
9 9 9 9 

Analfical solutions of the FDB model are based on equation 4.1.1. The net profit for 
each trial is given by equation 5.4.2.4. 

Using FDB model O Wge the FDB Payoff 

Trirl . - - 
4 

Using FDB modd to h d ~ e  a WB Payoff 



Net Profit on 1000 Individual TrWI of 8 Bedging Esperiment, u8hg the VDB 
Mdel 

The parameters of the vuherable call models used to generate the above simulations are: 

 O.OS OS 0-0.5 &=O.OS ar=O Pfi = O  P, = 0.0 
9 9 9 

Analytical solutions of VDB mode1 are based on equation 4.25. The design panmeters 
"pw and "q" are optimhed for each value of Y,  based on the technique outlined in section 
4.4. The net profit for each trial is given by equation 5.4.2.4. 

Using WB modd 0 hedge the VDB PIyon 
8 i i 1 1 1 1 1 

I I 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Future Research 

6.1: Summary 

This thesis develops a simple continuous time h e w o r k  for valuing European options 

that incorporates market risk, default risk and interest rate risk. in particular we present 

two models for vulnerable European cal1 options. Both of the models fa11 into the 

category labeled "stmctural models" by Jarrow, Lanso and Turnbull(1997), since default 

is defined to occur when the value of the option hter 's  assets fall below some boundary. 

The first modei, referred to as the fixed default boundary (FDB) model, allows 

default to occur on1 y at the maturity of the option if the value of the writer's assets falls 

below a fixed, predetennined value, usuaily associateci with the dter's debt obligations. 

Also intuitively, the payout in the event of default is d i r d y  related to the nominal 

claims of the creditors and the value of the fimis remaining assets. This mode1 is a direct 

extension of the model proposed by Klein (1 9%), to include stochastic interest rates. 

The second model developed in this thesis is referred to as the variable default 

boundary (VDB) model. This model ailows default to occur at the maturity of the option 

if the value of the writer's assets is below the sum of a fixed value related to the writers 

debt and a variable value equal to payoff on the call option. As a dt, defadt nsk 

&ses not only h m  the possible deterioration of the wrîter's assets, but h m  the possible 

increase in the value of the call option. Like the FDB model, the VDB model relates the 

payout in the event of default directly to the nomid claim of the creditocs and the value 

of the option writer's assets. An advantage of this approach over the FDB mode1 is that it 

guarentees that there d l  be suEcient assets available to make the payouts assumed by 



the model. The FDB mode1 does not guarantee this result in al1 cases. The VDB model 

cm be seen as an extension of the FDB model to allow default to be driven not only by a 

reduction in the writer's assets but by a increase in the value of the option. It could also 

be seen as an extension of Johnson and Stulz (1987) to include debt in the writer's assets 

and stochastic interest rates. 

In chapter 4 we develop analytical valuation fonnulas for both the FDB and VDB 

models. The FDB model is analytically tractable, but the VDB model is not. However, 

by employing two linear Taylor series expansions; one for the non-linear default 

boundary and one for the hyperbolic integrand in the valuation equation, we develop a 

simple approximate analytical formula. Using the two Taylor seria expansions results in 

the introduction of two design parameters into the solution. We develop a simple 

algorithm, requinng the numericd solution of two single variable optimization problems, 

to estimate these two design parameters. This algorithm required the development of a 

valuation equation for the total liabilities of the option writer. Since this equation only 

depends on one of the design parameters we are able to separate one multivariate 

problem into two univariate problems. Since, no exact valuation formula exits for the 

VDB model we also employ a Monte Carlo simulation to generate numerical results for 

comparison purposes. 

Chapter 5, presents a nurnber of of numerid examples, which are used to 

illustrate the difkent properties of the two vaiuation models. in addition to comparing 

the FDB and VDB models, comparisons to the Black-Scholes-Merton, khnson and Stulz 

( 1987) and Rich ( 1 996) models are also presented. Note, that since our model is a 

generalization of the Johnson and Sut (1 957) model, our approxkîiitc =dy%icai 

solution provides approximate solutions for their mode1 as weli. 

We perfonn a sensitivity analysis of ôoth the FDB and VDB models with respect 

to al1 of the parameters in the models, for three signïficantly different examples. in aU 

cases the approximate analytical solution to the W B  model matched the result generated 

by the Monte-Carlo simulation quite weli. The sensitivity analysis shows that the VDB 

model can behave quite diffefently then models based on a nxed default boundary. in 



pdcular  the values of vulnerable calls predicted by the VDB model are almost always 

significantly lower than their correspondhg FDB model equivalents. This is intuitive 

since the VDB model will almost always predict a higher probability of default. Also, the 

volatility of the asset under-lying the option, the volatility of the option writefs assets and 

the correlation between them can have unpredictable impacts on the value of a vulnerable 

c d .  As a first estimate one would predict that increasing a,, a, and P, would 

increase, decrease and increase the value of a vulnerable call respectively. However, 

simulations show that the call could actually either increase or decrease dependhg on the 

particular set of parameters. 

Klein and Inglis (1999) showed that stochastic interest rates and in particular the 

correlation coefficients P L i  and p, couid have an important impact on the valuation of 

longer tenn vulnerable options, especially if they were deepout-of-the money options. 

The M B  rnodel supports this conclusion, although the impacts can be reversed in certain 

situations. Specifically, increasing P v, will decrease the value of the FDB call but 

increase the value of a VDB call. However, as a general conclusion it wouid be much 

more important to accurately estirnate p ,, than either p f i  or p , . 
We also looked at the probability of default and the arnount of margin that would 

have to be posteâ to remove the default risk fiom the option. The VDB model preâicts 

both higher risk neutrai probabilities of default and higher margin requirements. Rich's 

( 1996) model predicted values between those of the FDB and VDB models. In fact the 

W B  model predicted margin requirement that are only slightly lower then those required 

in the Canadian index options market. Both the FDB model and Rich's mode1 predict 

even lower required margin. 

Finally, we looked at the hedging parameters for both the FDB and VDB model. 

Again, the VDB model cm predict significantly different hedging parameters. The most 

obvious example is that the VDB mode1 predicts that the delta of a nilnerabls call will 

first increase and then eventuaily decrease as the moneyness of the option increases, a 

prediction the FDB does not make. Hedging experiments demonstrate that usîng either 



the Black-Scholes-Mert~n model or the FDB model to hedge the payoff on a long 

position in a vulnerabie call will result in significant loss of money. 

In summary this thesis has developed a simple extension of the Black-Scholes- 

Merion option pricing model, that will take into account not only market ris4 but also 

default risk and interest rate risk. The Black-Scholes model has been adopted as a 

benchmark by both academics and pratitioners alike because of its simple and easily 

understood assumptions, despite the fact that these assumptions are not a perfect 

description of reality. The proposed model for vuinerable calls also rests on some overly 

simplistic yet easily widerstood assumptions that preserve the intuitive appeal of the 

Black-Scholes-Merton model and yet provide some insights hto how default risk affects 

vulnerable option valuation. 

6.2: Future Research 

There are a number of extensions of this work that could easily be undertaken. For 

example the the capital structure of the firm could be extended to include not only debt 

obligations and a written call, but a written put as well. If we assumed for sirnplicity that 

the strike pnces of the cail and put were the same then it would be relaiively easy to 

extent the payoff table (see Table 8) and write d o m  the valuation equations. However, 

the choice of the design parameters would be complicated by this addition. Of course 

requiring different strike prices would also considerably complicate the situation. This 

may be one of the greatest disadvantages of the structurai approacb, since the capital 

structure of any but the simplest fims would be considerably more complicated than 

those proposed in this thesis or in Table 8. Despite this downfàll, the formulas preseated 

in this papa may still be of practical use if they capture the major factors Uiauencing the 

value of wlnerable options. 

Since ail of the securities of the option wuriter cm be vdued using the techniques 

presented in this thesis, we could value the debt and equity of the fhn in addition to the 

liabilities and vulnerable c d .  Some work hss been done in this area. Figure 32 shows 
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Table 8: 

Payoff Table for Variable Default Boundary Mode1 with botb a Written Cali and 
Written Rit in the Writer's Capital Sbuchuc 

Moneyness Sr S K  S, > K 
of CaM (out* f-the-mone y) (ii-the-moaey) 
Option 
Default 

Status of Y, < De + K - Sr 
Option (de fault) 
Writer 

Debt +K+ y d  

Put ( lu+ &-$ d +K-s,. 

Equity O 

Total 
Assets 
(net of 
direct 

Vr > D* + K - S ,  
(no-default) 

Vr S D ' + S , - K  V ~ > D ' + S , - K  
(default) (no-default) 

default 
costs) 

the value of dl of the option writer's securities using the panuneter values corresponding 

to table 2. Both the numerical and approximate analytical values are shown in the Figure. 

Future research could look at the credit spread predictions fiom this valuation b e w o r k  

and compare them to empirically observed redis. 

Another extension, suggested by an anonymous reviewer of an eariier working 

papa, wouid involve m a h g  the debt obligations of the option &ter, D' , stochastic. 

We couid imagine the debt of the option writer being of relatively long tenn compareci to 

the Wntten caii, whose value wodd be dnven by the same Wiener pmcess that drives the 



Vaiue of the Option Writer's Seeurith u r Fmction of Writerls Assets: 
Variable Defauit Botmdary Modd 



risk-free bond. Default might then occur for three reasons; the assets of the firm 

dirninish; the asset underlying the option increases or the the value on the debt increases. 

Adding this second source of nsk to the defdt boundary may have a baieficial value to 

the overall stmctwe of the model. This is lefk to friture research. 

As pointed out by Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein (200 1). the probabüity of 

default in k e d  default boundary models decreases t h u g h  tirne which results in credit 

spreads that are too mail relative to empirical obsmation. This occures b u s e  the 

value of the M s  assets continues to trend upward while the default boundary remains 

hed. Collin-Dresne and Goldstein (2001) suggest keeping the leverage ratio constant by 

allowing the fimi to issue additional debt through the. They show that this mode1 is 

more consistent with empirically observed credit spreads. This concept could potentially 

be incorporateci into either the Klein and inglis (1999) FDB rnodel or the W B  model 

presented in this thesis. This additional fature would be most important for long-dated 

options. 

Empirical tesring will be required to support or r'ect the approach preseated here. 

To date there has been no published empincal tests of any vulnerable option model, 

beyond their sirnplistic use to estimate the margin required to remove default risk in 

exchange traded index options. The development of a minerable option data base and 

testing of the various vulnerable option pricing model wodd make a strong contribution 

to the literature in this area. 



Appendu A 

Derivation of the Partial DLflcmiitid Equation Satafieci by VulaeriMc Options 

In this appendix we derive the partial differential equation for pricing European options 
subject to both default risk and interest rate risk. Let F be the value of the vulnerable 
option, in units of the discount bond, such that F = F(V, S, B, T) . Applying ho's lemma 
and using the stochastic processes for Y ,  S and B gives the expression for the change in 
the value of the option: 

where: 

Now consider forming a four xcurity portfolio containhg (1) the assets of the 
counterparty, (2) the security underlying the option, (3) the risk free bond and (4) the 
vulnerable option. Let Cç; be the instantaneous number of dollars invested in the 
counterparty, W2 the number of dollars invested in the security underlying the option, W, 
the number of dollars invested in risk free debt and W, the number of dollars invested in 
the vuinerable option. We want to form a self fuüincing portfolio with no risk to any of 
the four securities. For the portfolio to be self financing we require: 

Now, if dQ is the instantaneous douar retum to the poafolio, then: 



Substituting the stochastic processes for Y ,  S , B and F into the expression for dQ 
gives : 

Now, if we choose W2, W3 and W4 such that that coefficients of dZ, , dZ, and dZ, are 
al1 zero, then we will have a risk fiee portfolio. Since the ponfolio is  now self fuiancing 
and nskless, to avoid arbitrage. the portfolio's instantaneous return must be zero. This 
leads to the following 4 by 3 system of linear equations: 

A nontrivial solution (i.e. not al1 = O, i = 2.A ) exists if and oniy if : 

Substituting into the second equaüty le& to: 

F =YF, + BFB +SFs 

Substituthg into the fim e q d t y  leads to the desired fiindamental partial differentiai 
equation for the pricing of vuinerable European options subject to interest rate risk: 



Appendu B 

Derivation of Bivariate Normal Distribution of X and Y 

Defme the T-forward risk adjusted processes PO) and S ( t ) ,  ushg the risk free bond 

price B(T-t) as the numeriaire, as follows: 

and 

Using Ito's Lemrna we can fmd the risk neutrai processes for a(t) and S(t)  . Starting 

with r(t) : 

(a: av' aI I d V  , , 1 a2V 2 2 d2F 
d&t) = -pJ + - p , B + - + - -  @,Y- +-- o,B +- a~ at zav2 2 a~~ a v a ~  

Substituting in the appropriate derivatives: 

(es) 

Simplifjing gives: 



Expression B5 can be funher simplified by nothg the following: 

1 .  The expected value of expression B5 is zero in a nsk neutral world, since we are 

using the risk-free bond as the numeriar. 

2. The two sources of risk in expression B5 cm be combined into a single source by 

noting that the variance of the expression in the next srnail increment of time is 

given by: 

= ô; (T - f)dt 

Substituting into expression B5 gives: 

Following the same procedure for S(t)  results in 

w here: 



The covariance between r(t) and S(t) can be found as follows: 

We can then detine the correlation between r ( t )  and S(r) as: 

We now need to fïnd the risk neutral processes for X = ln(a(t))  and Y = h(S(t)).  

Starting with X(I) and using ho's Lemma again we get: 

Substituting in the appropriate partial denvatives: 



Simplifjhg gives: 

Applying the same procedure to Y(t) results in: 

Therefore we known that X ,  and Y, are bivariate n o d l y  distributed. Since the drift 

and variance ternis for M(t) anddY(t) depend only on time we can integrate to generate 

the means. variances and covariance of X, and Y,. The means are given by: 

where the variances, sf and $, are given by: 

The covariance, s,, and correlation fi, are given by: 



Therefore, X ,  and Y, are bivariate nomally distributed as: 



Appendix C 

Proof of Proposition #1: Value of Vulaerable CaU with F M  Defadt Bounday 

Using risk neutral pricing the value of the VULnerable cd1 is given by: 

y*. - y + %  
9 

Standardizing the normal distribution and substituthg for Y, unxi X,, which are dehed in 
Appendix B as, 

resuits in: 



" ..+ 1 [ü' -2p,,EV+v2' fifi 
- 1 -1 4 = =  2~1-&? 11 

where 

a =  
2 and bb = 

where : i7 and ir are standard nonnal variates with zero mean and standard deviation 
equai to one. 



Now. completing the square: 



A simple transformation then gives the desired resdt: 

This can be rewritten as: 

where Nt represents the bivariate cumulative normal distribution. 

The above expression represents the value of the cal1 in units of the discount bond. To 
determine the nominai value of the cal1 we muitiply through by B. 



AppendU D 

Proof of Proposition #2: Value of  Vuînerabk CaU witb Variabk Default Boundary 

Using risk neutral pricing the value of the vulnerable cal1 is given by: 

Standardizing the normal distribution and substituting for Y, und X, , which are defiwd in 
Appendix B as: 

results in: 



where 

and f ( U )  = ' 
sr 

where : U and V are standard normal variates with zero mean and standard deviatioa 

equai to one. 



Next we linerize the non-liner boudary f (9 in the second integral by taking a first order 
Taylor series expansion mund the point 'p': 

f + f ( p )  + f'(p)(u - p) = b + m(u - p)  
where : 

and 

We aiso need to rnodify the denominator in the third and fourth Uitegrals of the cal1 valuation 

The problem occurs because of the constant tem Dm - K. We want to make F(U) look like 
an expoaentid function. To do this defim G(ù) as foiiows: 



Now we cm use another first order Taylor series expansion around the point 'q' to linerize 
G(E) : 

Where : 

and 

Therefore: 

Now substituting the two Taylor senes approximations into the vaiuation equation: 



Next we need to rotate the default boundary (Le. the limit o f  integration in the second integral 
of each of the above terms) to eliminate its dependence on the random variable U . 

Consider the following transformation: 

nie detemllnant of the Jacobian of this mapping is 1 J I= 1 
Jl;n;, A ~ ~ l @ g  

transformation to the vaiuation equation gives: 

This expressions can be rewritten: 



v "*( ---- s"") 

2 2 ex~(-gq) 

and 



Simplimg the exponential tem Y(%, y )  : 

C = 1 4 -  ) exdss*) A(*, F)&'@ 
-O h-mp 2 x 4 3  

Where : 

nie next step is to complete the square in the integrand- This is shown on the next page. 



b-mp 



A simple change of variables results in: 



Thus, the value of the wlnerable cal1 cm be expressed as shown on the next page. 



b-mp 

b-mp -s(g+ss + m v ) - ( ~ ~ S I p ) - ~  J 
Jm 

Where, N(-, -, -) represents a bivariate cumulative normal distribution f'unction. 



The above expression represents the value of the call in units of the discount bond. To 
determine the nominal value of the call we multiply through by B. 

a-mp "--' 
,&) ,/i-7p,,nr+rn'- 



Appendix E 

Proof of Proposition 3: Value of Option Writer's Liabaitics with Variabk Default 
Bouada y 

Using nsk neutrai pickg the value of the liabilities is given by: 

Where : 

Q(Y,. X, )  = exp 

Standarcking the normal distribution and substituting for Y, und X , ,  which are defhed in 
Appendix B as: 

results in: 



w here 

where : ii and P are standard normal variates with zero mean and standard 

deviation equal to one. 



Next we iinerize the non-liner boundary f (3 by taking a fïrst order Taylor series expansion 
around the point 'p' : 

and 

Now substihiting the Taylor series approximation into the vaiuation equation: 



Next we need to rotate the default boundary (i.e. the Limit of integration in the second integral 
of the third and fourth ternis) to elimlliate its dependence on the random variable ü . 

Consider the following tmsfomation: 

The determinant of the Jacobian of this mapping is 1 J + 1 JG * A ~ ~ l * ~  lhis 

transformation to the valuation equation gives: 



where : 

This expression can be rewritten as: 



where : 

and 

CC - 
Y ( x , y )  = exp 

* 

- 1 
2(1 -a2) 

5 

v' [ A I  -2(~&.][dw + 1 
-' 

Y 
- 



Simpli f j h g  the exponential term Y (X, y') : 

The next step is to complete the square in the integrand in the fVst, third and fourth temis: 





A simple change of variables redts in: 



Thus, the value of  the liabilities c m  be expressed as: 

b-rnp b - m p  
B 

Where, iV(; -, -) represents a bivariate cumulative nomal distribution function. 

The above expression represents the vaiue of the cal1 in units of the discount bond. To 
determine the nominal value of the cal1 we multiply through by B. 

b-mp - Snr, - ,/-sr ,-6 l 



Appendix F 

Proof that the Actual VDB U Gmter than or Equaî to the Approrimate VDB when 
D* > K and Less then or Equal whei D' c K 

The Variable Default Bo~~~dary is given in Appendix D as: 

f CG, = 

The first 

The second denvative of f (Ü) is: 

D m  -X+~exp(-$+ssii) '  B s; , 

This is a hction of the fonn 

v +- 
2 

Sr 

denvative of f (9 is: 



Where: 

The second derivative is positive if O < X < 1 and negative otherwise. Note that if the second 
derivative is positive then the Actual VDB will reach a minimum and the Actual VDB is always 
greater then or equal to the Approximate VDB. The Approximate VDB is the tangent to the 
Actual VDB at some point *pT'. 

For illustrational purposes, Figure 33 shows the impact of the relative size of D' and K on the 
shape of X as a function of U . We now consider t h e  cases: D' > K T  D' = K and D' < K . 

Figure 32 shows that X is a continuous lùnction of U that is tmpped between O and 1 .  More 

iim [XI = 

u+- 

Usa, there are no singularities in the f'unction. The denomioator of X is always positive since 
al1 of the individuai t e m  in the denominator are positive. 

X E (O, 1), V U E (-, + ai) = f" (U) > O 3 f ( E )  r Appmximate VDB (Le. any tangent line) 



Case #2: D* = K 

inthiscase, D ' = K  X=1, V GE(-,+(O) ~ j"(E)=Osf (G) i s l inear  

Case #3: D* c K 

Figure 33 shows that X is a discontinuous function of ii with a one singuiarity that occurs when 

Now: 

lirn [.Y] = iim 
;+-a î i + *  

lim 
u +e- 

[x] = lim 

lim 
u+e+ 



X E (*,O), Q U E (-,O) 
f"(ii) < O - f (U) I Approximate VDB 

X ( 1 )  V U~(8,ao) 



Figure 33 

Vaiue of X as a Fttncdon of the Random Variable u 

Caicuiations of vulnerab1e c d  option pnces are baseci on the following parameter values: 
S=50, K=40, V=50, T - 1 , a - O ,  O,. =0.1, a, =0.3, p, = O ,  r-0.05, 

= 0.5,b = 0.08, o, = 0 . 0 3 , ~ ,  = O ,  p, = 0.0. The fiinctionxis given by: 

The figure 
show for 

2 

~ ~ - ~ + s s ù )  B 
X =  

2 

O* œ K + ~ ~ - - ) ; - + s s Y )  B 

shows the impact on Xof the relatioasbip between V and 
three different values of D' : D' = 30, D' = 40 and D' 

D'. The 
= 50. 



Proof that the Actual Hyperbok Fiinetion (Equation 4.4.4.1) b Lem than or Equal 
to its Approximation (Equation 4.4.4.2) when D' > K and Greater Then or Equal to 
its Approximation when Do < K 

The actual hyperbolic fùnction that appears in the third and fourth ternis of the vaiuation 
equation for the VDB vulnerable caii option is given by equation 4.4.4.1 : 

The exponential approximation of this hction is derived in appendix D and is given by 
equation 4.4.4.2: 

The parameter g is defined in appendix D and given in section 4.4.4. 

We wish to show that the actuai hyperbolic hction is aiways les  than or equal to its 
exponential approximation whenever D' > K and greater than or equal to its 
approximation whewver D' < K. 

This is equivalent to showing that G(Z) = h(F(Z))  is less than or equal to h ( F ,  (9) 
when D' > K and greater than or equal to i.n(Fq,,, (9) when D' c K .  G(U) is given 



The first derivative of  G(Z) is: 

The second derivative of G(Z) is: 

This is a fiuiction of the fom: 

7 

G" (U )  = -[x(x - l)] 
Sr 

The second derivative is negative if O < X c 1 and positive otherwise. . Note tbat if the 
second derivative is negative then G(E) wiii reach a maximum and is always less then or 
equal to the approximation toG(2). The approximate funchonG(ii) is the tangent to the 
actuai function G(iQ at some point "q". Note that the proof h m  this point forward is 
exactly the oppsite of the proof presented in appendix F 



Case #l : if D* > K then: 

X E (-a. O), V U E (-, 0) 
s G" (3 > O 3 F(U) the actuai hyperbolic 

X ~ ( l , a ) ,  V U E ( B , ~ )  

function is less than or equal to its approximation. 

Case #2: if D* = K then: 

X E (O, l), V U E (m. +a) = Gt'(G) = O * F(Y) the acnial hyperbolic 
function is equal to its approximation. 

Case #3: 1f D* < K then: 

X E (O, 1), V U E (-a, + Q) * G"(G) c O = F(C) the actuai hyperbolic 
function is greater than or equal to its approximation. 



Appendix A 

Probabüity of Default under FDB Model: 

Using risk neutral pricing the nsk-neutral probability of default is given by: 

~ r [ ~ e f o u l r ]  = R[V, D'] = k[xT I~(D' ) ]  

Standardizing the normal distribution and substituthg for YT and X, , which are defined in 
Appendix B as, 

resufts in: 

where 

This can be rewritten as: 

Where N, represents the cumulative bi-variate normal distribution and N, represents the 
cumulative uni-variate normal distribution. 



Appendù 1 

Probabiiity of Default uader W B  Mdel: 

Using risk neutraî pricing the nsk-neutral probability of default is given by: 

Where : 

Standardizing the nomal distribution and substituthg for YT a d  Xr , which are d e f k d  in 
Appendix B as, 

resuits in: 



where 

Next we linerize the non-liner boundary f (3 in the second integrai by talllng a fim order 
Taylor series expansion around the point 'p': 

where : 



and 

Substituting in gives: 

-a - 
Pr[D&uk] = 1 1 ex (- 1 [ii? - 2 ~ , i i V + v  

2 2(1-pix2) 

Next we need to rotate the default boundary ( i r .  the limit of integration in the second integral) 
to eliminate its dependence on the random variable U . 

Consider the following transformation: 

The determinant of the Jacobian of this mapping is 1 J l= 1 JS APPMW this 

transformation gives: 



This expression can be rewritten: 

w here: 
r 

and 

Using a simple change of variables: 



This can be rewritten as: 

Where N, represents the cumulative bi-variate normal distribution and N, represents the 
cumulative uni-variate normal distribution. 
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